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are made up of layers of logic, memory, SERDES, routing lines, and so 
on. Those layers are extended to the die’s edges and connected either 
to the package substrate or the adjacent interposer via microbumps and 
Through-Silicon Vias (TSVs). (See Figure 1.) The interposer itself uses 
mature 65 nm technology by TSMC, four conventional metal layers, and 
similar microbumps. Horizontal slices eliminate the abnormal heat dis-
sipation challenges that occur with traditional stacked MCMs.
[Figure 1 | Microbumps and Through-Silicon Vias extend layers to the die’s edges. Illustration courtesy Xilinx.]

Figure 1   |   Microbumps and Through-Silicon Vias extend 
layers to the die’s edges.                               ILLUSTRATION COURTESY XILINX.

High-yield pioneer
The secret sauce in the Stacked Silicon Interconnect Technology isn’t 
really any one thing; it’s the combination of everything. Xilinx hired 
AMD’s MCM expert Liam Madden, and turned him loose over a period 
of five years on the technology and supply chain. TSMC had to pioneer
a high-yielding interposer technology – and be convinced first that
Xilinx wasn’t going to be the only customer. In fact, TSMC Senior Vice 
President Dr. Shang-Yi Chiang believes the technology will soon be 
commoditized and offered by many vendors. Xilinx is fine with that, 
as the company will continue to innovate at the slice level by adding
additional platform logic. (As we go to press, Xilinx is preparing another 
major announcement for high-end Virtex-7 devices.) As well, IBIDEN 
created breakthrough package substrate technology, and Amkor fine-
tuned microbump, die separation, and assembly procedures. Last and 
certainly not least, Xilinx spruced up its ISE tool to accommodate 
the higher-density 7 Series devices such as the LX2000T with unique
routing.

And if all this was not enough, Xilinx has just blown the doors off 
density-per-dollar. Now Xilinx can use mature (read: cheaper) tech-
nology to create next-gen densities. Though the company has “no current
plans” to introduce custom System-on-Chip (SoC) platforms – such as 
FPGA slice + CPU + Ethernet + graphics – it’s a no-brainer that for 
high-volume markets, the company could soon be selling ASSPs if the 
money is there. 

Indeed, Xilinx is willing to stack its chips up against competing
FPGA companies, any time they’re ready. Besides 2x densities over
last year, unheard of application-specific SoCs may be available for a 
fraction of the cost.

[1] It’s cute, and it’s Xilinx’s line, but it sums up the innovation.

Xilinx stacks its 
chips against
the competition
By Chris A. Ciufo, Editor

Xilinx defies Moore’s Law and increasing fab 
costs by implementing stacked chip FPGAs. This 
might be a game-changer.

Thomas Edison’s brilliance wasn’t really inventing new things; it was 
often improving others’ existing ideas and making them “gotta have” 
mainstream products. Improving upon others’ ideas also comes into 
play with Xilinx’s Stacked Silicon Interconnect Technology in high-end
Virtex-7 FPGAs. The company is creating 3D “stacked” die devices
in what could simply be described as a Multi-Chip Module (MCM).
But that description would greatly undersell this unique approach to 
more than doubling logic density in a single package. Xilinx follows 
Intel’s lead with the current crop of Core i3/5/7 devices that combine 
the Northbridge/graphics controller with the CPU in a single MCM. But 
while Intel didn’t have to solve the problem of ultra-low-latency routing 
of thousands of high-speed signal lines among separate die, Xilinx did.

Using the latest 28 nm 7 Series FPGAs, “stacked” silicon die will
provide what Xilinx claims to be an industry-leading density of 2 million 
logic cells. My research concurs that this is indeed the highest commer-
cially available. Five years of Xilinx research and extensive collabora-
tion with packaging and assembly partners makes this possible, even 
though one tends to think of this as a “So, what? How hard can that be?” 
announcement. I assure you, it’s whiz-bang. Here’s why.

According to Semico Research, the programmable market for all types 
of logic will grow by 47.4 percent in 2010, and FPGAs are growing 
at 9.4 percent CAGR 2010 to 2015. High-end FPGAs need more logic
density, high-speed transceivers, or both. Market pull for multi-million-
cell FPGAs comes from High Performance Computing (HPC) super-
computer nodes, as well as from wired and wireless infrastructure such 
as cellular base stations and cloud core routers and servers. Certain
high-end data mining and military applications like radar are also
stoking demand.

In just cellular alone, double-digit growth in wireless data is driving 
the market. Smartphones and mobile devices need always-on access 
to the Internet. Fatter RF and backhaul pipes are cost-prohibitive
(just ask AT&T), so base station DSP algorithms and Deep Packet 
Inspection (DPI) have to more efficiently handle increased bandwidth 
without infrastructure build-out. According to Xilinx, its high-end
Virtex-6 FPGAs are found in more than 50 percent of cellular base
stations, with more planned as beyond-3G Long Term Evolution (LTE) 
becomes a global reality. So the need for more logic without exponen-
tially more cost is acute. But in ICs, “more” always means denser die, 
fab shrinks, or revolutionary process enhancements such as silicon on 
insulator or high K dielectrics with thinner gate oxides. The Xilinx 
Stacked Silicon Interconnect uses lower-cost existing technology to 
offer “More than Moore.” [1]

To accomplish more than 2x density, Xilinx starts with existing 28 nm 
technology and creates smaller FPGA die “slices” that interconnect
standard I/O and SERDES via a chip-to-chip silicon interposer.
Depending upon the end Virtex-7 device, there are up to 10,000 ultra-
low-latency (1 ns), low-impedance die-to-die connections. And since 
the interposer is passive, power loss is negligible. Unlike MCMs, slices 
aren’t stacked vertically; they’re arranged horizontally in the package – 
the “stacked” refers to the design of the slices where platform devices 
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significant “socket” for the chip, even though Samsung was one
of the backers. Rumor has it that that the purchase was primarily 
for patents and IP, with no plans to carry the product line forward. 
The transaction price is rumored to be about $55 million.

Infineon acquires Blue Wonder Communications
In effect, Intel bulks up more in LTE cellular as the Intel-acquired 
Infineon buys Dresden-based Blue Wonder Communications. 
Blue Wonder has been employing multiple Tensilica DSP cores 
for its LTE modem, with the 4G software stacks from UK-based 
4M Wireless and Cairo-based SySDSoft. Mergers and acquisitions 
certainly aren’t confined to the U.S.

PMC-Sierra acquires Wintegra
M&A continuing...PMC-Sierra, a chip company that bills itself
as “The premier Internet infrastructure semiconductor solution 
provider” has acquired Texas- and Israel-based Wintegra, Inc. for 
a reported $240 million. Wintegra had filed for an IPO last May, 
hoping to raise $115 million. The acquisition was clearly the more 
attractive route. Wintegra makes communication processor chips 
employed in cellular base stations and backhaul infrastructure. 
Expect many more such acquisitions from cash-rich chip houses.

Renesas Mobile Corporation to absorb
Nokia chip line
Renesas Electronics Corp. is creating a new subsidiary to absorb 
its newly acquired Nokia cell phone modem chip business and its 
current Mobile Multimedia SoC Division. Effective December 
1st, Renesas Mobile Corporation will be a separate entity that will 
serve to “enable Renesas Electronics to offer more robust products 
targeting expanding markets worldwide for LTE/HSPA+ devices, 
including markets for mobile phones and car navigation systems.” 
As of November 30, 2010, Renesas Electronics inherited the per-
sonnel from Nokia’s wireless modem business located in Finland, 
India, Britain, Denmark, China, and other countries. New local 
subsidiaries of Renesas Mobile will be established in Finland, 
India, and China, and the employees will be transferred to these 
local subsidiaries. In addition to these regions, Renesas Design 
France S.A.S, which is currently Renesas Electronics’ SoC design 
company, also will become a subsidiary of Renesas Mobile. As
a result, more than 75 percent of the 1,800 total employees of 
Renesas Mobile will be based outside Japan. Renesas Mobile 
will ship its first sample of modem chipset solutions incorporat-
ing LTE/HSPA+ modems in Q4 FY2010 to customers worldwide, 
including Nokia, which has already agreed to adopt Renesas
Mobile’s offering into its products. We’re impressed with the
organizational move, since the wireless business is a significantly 
different from the company’s mainstream MCU business. 

How do the application processor houses
counter Snapdragon?
Currently, Texas Instruments leads in 3G cell phone application pro-
cessor shipments with its OMAP3/4 product line. But, Qualcomm
is nipping at TI’s heels with its Snapdragon communication
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Much ado about M&A
    By Will Strauss

T
he semiconductor market is up some 35 percent 
this year, and a number of chip companies are
sitting on piles of cash as they look for more 
meaningful (and dependable) direction from 
Washington and Wall Street. So, rather than 
commit to hiring lots of people for the jobs 
that have either disappeared or have gone over-

seas, they are committing their resources to mergers and acquisi-
tions (M&As). After all, many companies view such actions as
simply another investment in R&D. With the stock market not yet
friendly to high-tech IPOs, many emerging chip houses (who 
have developed products, but don’t yet have profitable shipment 
volumes) see M&A as the current alternative. Recent examples 
include those noted here.

LTE and femtocells join Broadcom’s
Beceem & Percello acquisitions portfolio
In mid-October, Broadcom announced its acquisition/merger
of WiMAX house Beceem. Broadcom has been looking at ways 
to add LTE to its current 2.5G/3G cell phone chip line without 
having to start from scratch. And like all of the other WiMAX chip 
vendors, Beceem has been morphing into an LTE modem house, 
and Broadcom needs to field an LTE cell phone modem within
the next year or so. Announcement of the Percello acquisition 
came in late October. 

Beceem had planned on an IPO, but it was built on a strong 
WiMAX story. However, WiMAX is clearly a market that has 
reached its peak, and the company does not yet have an LTE
product. Consequently, the M&A route was the best way to move 
forward. Word on the street is that VCs (including Intel) had 
invested about $200 million in Beceem, so the $316 million price 
presents a nice return for the VCs.

Israel-based Percello is a major supplier of UMTS femtocell
basebands, and Ubiquisys is its biggest customer. Ubiquisys, 
in turn, is the primary femtocell supplier to AT&T in the U.S.,
SoftBank in Japan, and SFR in France. The acquisition price
was said to be $86 million, not a bad return on the estimated
$20 million of investor backing. So, Broadcom instantly becomes a 
leader in the femtocell market and Ubiquisys also claims a budding 
LTE capability, further enhancing Broadcom’s wireless portfolio.

BTW, Beceem earlier announced that it had licensed CEVA DSP 
core technology for its LTE product development. Broadcom
is already a CEVA licensee for both 2.5G and 3G modems.
Presumably, this will help to ease the technology migration 
between the two companies. I don’t expect Broadcom LTE 
modems to be announced before late 2011 or early 2012.

Qualcomm acquires Sandbridge
Qualcomm has purchased 4G modem chip house Sandbridge 
Technologies Inc. The Sandbridge multicore DSP design is a 
departure from anything else on the market and appears to be
powerful enough for LTE. However, the company failed to get a 
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Figure 1

NXP bridges MCU and DSP with new dual-core
ARM Cortex M0/M4 chips
NXP Semiconductors introduced its new LPC4000 family of pro-
cessor chips in November. The chips make it possible to develop 
DSP and MCU applications within a single architecture and
development environment. The heart of the product line is the 
ARM Cortex-M4, which provides DSP features such as single-
cycle MAC, Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) techniques, 
saturating arithmetic, and a floating point unit. The Cortex-M0 
subsystem processor offloads many of the data movement and I/O 
handling duties that can drain the bandwidth of the Cortex-M4 
core. This allows the Cortex-M4 to concentrate fully on crunching 
numbers for digital DSP applications such as high-performance 
audio or sophisticated motor control. Our surveys have indicated 
that traditional DSPs dedicate some 50 percent more of their pro-
cessor cycles to non-DSP functions, so the approach makes a lot 
of sense. NXP had earlier introduced a Cortex-M3 based product, 
and now the company has committed its future processor roadmap 
exclusively to ARM-based products.

Insight on the many vendor changes in 2010
It has been months in the making, but our newest market study, 
“Cellular Handset Chip Market ’10” is now available. The new 
548-page study provides strategies and insight for the many chip 
types serving the cell phone market and their vendors. Figure 2 
illustrates the many devices covered in the study. The chips that are 
the substance of cell phones constitute almost a $50 billion mar-
ket this year. The most expensive component of cell phones is the 
LCD display, and we cover them and popular touch screen control-
lers as well as more modem-specific chips like digital basebands 
and communication processors that include integral application 
processors. The study report discusses the many vendor changes 
in the 2010 market, brought about largely through acquisitions and 
mergers (and divestitures) that will shift market shares over time. 
Qualcomm continues as the cellular handset chip market leader, 
followed by Texas Instruments and ST-Ericsson. Next in rank is 
Infineon, now part of Intel, which continues its significant mar-
ket presence. The report ranks the top 30 chip vendors overall and 
provides vendor market shares for each key chip type (and even by 
air interface). We believe that this is  
of all chips that serve the cellular handset market. Details are at: 
www.fwdconcepts.com/Cellchip10.
[Figure 2]

processor, which incorporates the Scorpion application processor 
on the same die with the cellular modem. And Snapdragon has 
been getting the most ink of late. TI has exited the cellular modem 
business (albeit still shipping products to Nokia through 2011), 
and it does not have a “com-processor” offering to counter the 
3G cellular modem sockets that Qualcomm now dominates. So 
the question arises, “Should TI buy its way back into the cellular
modem market?” That move could allow TI to have a product 
to compete directly with Snapdragon. Besides, we predict that
com-processors will be almost three-quarters of the application 
processor shipments in 2014 (see Figure 1), otherwise the base-
band-less houses will be addressing only a quarter of the market. 
Don’t forget, Intel bought its way back into the (previously aban-
doned) cell phone baseband market by acquiring Infineon.
[Figure 1]

Nvidia finds itself in a similar situation, with a worthy applica-
tion processor represented by its Tegra 1/2 product line but no
3G modem of its own to pair with. Both companies are big enough 
to buy one of the few remaining modem houses, should they 
decide to take that route. However since Infineon has been taken 
out of play by Intel, that leaves only a few acquisition possibilities;
preferably ones with a 3G/LTE roadmap. Likely, the frontrunner 
would be Icera Semiconductor, but Icera is anticipating an IPO
early next year that would likely value the company close to
$1 billion. Of course, smaller WiMAX and LTE-only houses (who 
don’t currently have a 3G play) are cheaper possibilities, but would 
require a heavier R&D investment and an additional year or two 
to have a competitive product. Such possibilities include Altair, 
Sequans, and Wavesat. As mentioned above, next year will see a 
changing cellular landscape through M&As and IPOs.

Wavesat claims radical LTE multifunction chip
in the works
WiMAX/XGP chip vendor Wavesat is currently sampling its 
OD9010 LTE Cat 3 FDD/LDD modem chip (which is also
802.16e Wave 2-compliant). That chip is in field trials, but of more 
interest are the company’s plans to field a multifunction cell phone 
modem next year that not only provides LTE capability, but also 
“handles all known 3G protocols.” We take that to also mean both 
CDMA-1xEV-DO Rev A and HSPA+ on the same chip. Wavesat 
claims to have been through nine generations of OFDM silicon, to 
date. Its future plans are pretty ambitious for a company that’s a 
fraction of the big guys…we’ll be watching.

Only Altair, Qualcomm and Samsung shipping
LTE modems?
The current LTE user equipment market is 99 percent data
dongles (USB modems). Only Altair, Qualcomm, and Samsung 
are currently shipping to that market in quantity. It should be noted, 
however, that Sequans TD-LTE/SAE modems have been trialed 
in Shanghai’s World Expo Park, and the company is planning on 
introducing a combo WiMAX/LTE modem in 2011. ST-Ericsson 
also displayed its LTE modems at the Shanghai World Expo, 
as part of Quanta Computer’s TD-LTE tablet. The LTE modem
market is currently in the hundreds of thousands of units annually, 
but we predict will kick into the single-digit millions in late 2011.

As always, I invite your comments.

Will Strauss, President & Principal Analyst
wis@fwdconcepts.com

Figure 2
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Approach: A philosophy 
whose time has come? 
By Rob Hoyecki

The use of multiple isolation layers essentially makes the system 
vendor- and platform-independent. Examples of desirable isola-
tion layers include communication, operating system, hardware, 
math, utility function, and computational layers.

Net-centricity 
Today, the DoD sees net-centricity as a critical, required capability
of all systems. How to go about sharing data in a net-centric
environment is defined by a document titled “Data Sharing in a 
Net-Centric Department of Defense”

(http://www.dtic.mil/whs/directives/corres/pdf/832002p.pdf). 

Net-centricity helps to establish system openness, so all locally 
configurable and controllable aspects of the system need to be 
made available via net-centric interfaces. With this approach, the 
system’s status and data can be accessed by anyone with the proper 
permission.

Data accessibility 
The degree to which key data is accessible within a MOSA system 
influences how modular the system is and enables the unit-level 
testing of components independent of the overall system. It simpli-
fies the integration of new processing components into the system.
MOSA requires that key data (written in standard languages such 
as IDL or XML) be communicated between components through 
interfaces that use standardized transports such as publish-
subscribe messaging.

Platform and vendor independence 
MOSA seeks platform- and vendor-independent system architec-
tures so that the adoption of new technologies and system growth 
is not hindered. This independence is also mandated to help
ensure that system designs have longer life cycles and are more 
easily scaled and refreshed. Isolation between layers makes this 
independence possible.

Software development kit 
To ensure that third parties are able to use and enhance a given
system without requiring access to source-level code, MOSA 
defines the need for development tools provided in a fully docu-
mented Software Development Kit (SDK) that includes interface 
specifications and descriptions of the layered design. The SDK 
should be made available through an open license or a COTS 
license.

Scalability 
To ensure that MOSA systems are as modular as possible, the 
approach seeks near-linear scalability by integrating hardware 
without the need for any software modifications. It proposes the 
use of scalable computation libraries, such as Parallel VSIPL++, 
which are able to perform parallel calculations and employ
multiple servers and processing cores.

A
s designers of new DSP- and FPGA-based 
radar and signal processing systems seek to 
increase capability, improve availability, and 
reduce support costs they are increasingly 
turning from the use of proprietary hardware 
and software systems architectures, which 
tend to be costly and inflexible. Increased 

maintenance and upgrade costs are associated with proprietary 
designs, and the traditional development model requires long 
design times. Additional disadvantages of proprietary systems 
are the lack of functional decomposition. These designs are often 
monolithic rather than modular. Offering limited data accessibil-
ity, they are vendor/platform dependent, difficult to upgrade, and 
typically not scalable.

COTS systems promise an open system alternative for the design 
of high-performance radar and image processing systems that 
addresses many of the downsides of proprietary systems. To make 
this potential a reality by developing a viable open standards base, 
and working closely with industry, the DoD, working with MIT’s 
Lincoln Labs, has defined a Modular Open Systems Approach 
(MOSA) for acquisition and upgrades. MOSA combines both 
technical and business methods for developing new systems and 
efficiently modernizing or upgrading existing systems, but it 
should be thought of as a high-level philosophy for open systems 
design, not a specification.

The MOSA approach defines the need for:

• Functional Modularity
• Layered Design 
• Net-centricity
• Data Accessibility
• Platform and Vendor Independence 
• Software Development Kit 
• Scalability
• Simulation and Testability 
• Diagnostics and Calibrations 

Functional modularity
In MOSA, functional modularity requires loosely coupled inde-
pendent system components connected by well-defined interfaces. 
Each component should be independent of the specific implemen-
tations of the system’s other components. This approach enables 
algorithm and hardware upgrades that don’t require the entire
system to be reworked.

Layered design 
Under MOSA, radar and image processing systems are directed 
to embrace the layered architecture described by the Open System 
Interconnection (OSI) Reference Model (Application, Presenta-
tion, Session, Transport, Network, Data-Link, and Physical layers) 
to optimize the system’s functional flexibility and independence.
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Figure 1   |   With OpenVPX common functions reside in modules 
linked by a high-speed fabric.

Figure 2   |   Open standard data plane and control plane fabrics 
interconnect processing elements.

Simulation and testability 
MOSA emphasizes simulating and testing the system and com-
ponent level capabilities as a means of optimizing functional 
modularity and interface definitions. Testing subsystems and 
components before integration speeds system development. 
And it reduces problems that could result in subsequent trouble-
shooting.

Diagnostics and calibrations 
For rapid failure analysis and long-term performance degradation 
histories, MOSA requires the use of in situ and offline diagnostics 
at both the functional and component levels. Using diagnostics can 
cut time to repair and minimize sparing of units, making inventory 
control simpler and less costly.

OpenVPX embodies the spirit of MOSA
Embedded computing solutions for rugged, mobile applications 
that seek to support the MOSA initiative can get a head start by 
adopting the OpenVPX system standard (VITA 65). OpenVPX 
embodies many of the goals of a MOSA design and can serve as a 
solid system foundation for projects that wish to bring the MOSA 
initiative to fruition in sensor processing. OpenVPX:

• Partitions functionality into discrete modules connected by 
open standard interfaces.

• Brings silicon, boards, fabric, I/O and software interfaces 
together using a modular, layered approach.

• Supports open-standard backplane fabrics such as RapidIO, 
which is used in over 90 percent of all 3G and 4G wireless 
infrastructure equipment and bridges to Ethernet, which 
arguably connects the world.

• Provides ubiquitous instruction set architectures with the 
embedded industry’s most common platform software
(Linux, VxWorks, and the like) to allow applications across
the Global Information Grid (GIG) access to whatever level
of information they need.

• Features support by a rich ecosystem of hundreds of vendors 
with a competition in every dimension of hardware and 
software.

• Has ecosystem support for tools, SDKs, middleware, and 
libraries, which eases architecture, simulation, design, testing, 
and maintenance.

Figure 1 shows a typical sensor processing system, as imple-
mentable with OpenVPX, which allows common functions to be 
located in modules that are connected by a high-speed fabric. A 
WAN interface connects to the GIG allowing message passing and 
publish/subscribe access wherever data is needed. Sensor input 
enters the system through an optical port often implemented on 
an FMC module (VITA 57.1), providing direct access to FPGA 
processing elements. These elements process numerous channels 
in parallel. The use of hybrid FPGA-CPU cards seamlessly knits 
FPGA processing power into the system software architecture. 
Decimated data is forwarded to the other processing elements 
in the system, which are topologically flexible due to a pair of 
packet switching modules arranged in a dual-star for outstanding
performance and high availability.
[Figure 1 | With OpenVPX common functions reside in modules linked by a high-speed fabric.]

Figure 2 illustrates how processing elements are interconnected 
within the OpenVPX framework by open standard data plane and 
control plane fabrics. OpenVPX systems can scale to hundreds of 
CPU cores in a wide variety of topologies. OpenVPX also supports 
expansion plane interfaces for even more connectivity between 
adjacent boards. This might be implemented as PCIe between an 
Intel processor and a GPU board or as a lightweight protocol such 
as Aurora between FPGA boards.

[Figure 2 | Open standard data plane and control plane fabrics interconnect processing elements.]

Beyond talking the talk
The industry has been talking about open standards for decades, 
but OpenVPX offers “openness” in every aspect of the system in a 
way never before been achieved. OpenVPX serves as a great foun-
dation for building solutions using the MOSA approach. Compute 
subsystems for rugged applications based on OpenVPX will be 
well on their way towards being open, modular, scalable, flexible 
and low-cost; all the elements necessary to put MOSA-based sensor
processors in the field, where they can help fulfill the mission of 
providing actionable information to the warfighter.

Robert Hoyecki is Vice President of Advanced Multi-Computing 
at Curtiss-Wright Controls Embedded Computing. Rob has 
15 years of experience in embedded computing with a focus 
on signal process products. He has held numerous leadership 
positions such as application engineering manager and product 
marketing manager. Rob earned a Bachelor of Science degree in 
Electrical Engineering Technology from Rochester Institute of 
Technology.

Rob can be reached at info@cwcembedded.com.
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How to 
accelerate
a simple,
16-bit, 12-tap 
DSP FIR filter 
by compiling 
it into FPGA 
hardware

Mei and Brian begin this tutorial 
by describing the need for multiple 
parallel processes and what’s involved 
in an FPGA’s ability to offer “many-
more-than-dual-core” capacity. Next 
the authors delineate the steps needed 
to move a simple Finite Impulse 
Response (FIR) filter from C to FPGA 
hardware. 

High-performance DSP applications, 
including video and audio processing, are 
not so much clock constrained as stymied 
by a lack of parallel processing. Using 
multiple parallel processes in hardware at 
a reduced clock rate generates two major 
advantages. One, reduced clock speeds 
cut power consumption, and two, paral-
lelizing the applications can dramatically 
increase application throughput. However 
realizing these benefits poses a challenge 
for DSP application developers, who need 
to rewrite existing DSP algorithms for 
parallel implementation.

FPGAs take well to parallel implementa-
tion. Traditionally, these devices have been 
programmed using lower-level methods 
including hardware description languages 
(HDLs), most notably VHDL and Verilog. 
More recently, C-to-HDL compilation has 
become a core capability for many FPGA 
developers. HDLs are the input file format 
for the place and route tools that create the 
RTL code which runs on the FPGA. Effec-
tively programming hardware requires 
software developers to understand how 
their design propagates in hardware. Soft-
ware developers should also know how to 
use the optimizing compiler, as well as the 
ultimate hardware resources, to cut time 

to market. This is where C-to-HDL tools can help. This article is intended for software 
developers who need to move C code to parallel FPGA hardware.

Parallelism
Microprocessors achieve performance by using ever-increasing clock speeds and, more 
recently, by employing a limited amount of instruction pipelining along with dual or quad 
cores. FPGAs have long offered the capacity for an amount of cores far exceeding dual. 
It’s the ability to use optimized parallel processing logic for multiple streaming processes 
that enables this capacity. The downside is that the path from microprocessor-oriented C 
to optimized RTL placed and routed for an FPGA involves multiple steps through multiple 
tools. For the C programmer, this means C must be compiled to HDL, the HDL must be 
synthesized to lower-level logic, and the low-level logic must be placed and routed in the 
FPGA. Optimizing an application therefore requires some understanding of FPGA archi-
tecture and machine-level optimization, along with some level of intervention on the part 
of the programmer. To explain we are going to walk through the steps of moving a simple 
FIR filter from C to FPGA hardware (Figure 1).
[Figure 1 | The producer, FIR and consumer processes are connected together.]

By Mei Xu and Brian Durwood

Figure 1   |   The 
producer, FIR and 
consumer processes 
are connected 
together.

Project description – 16-bit, 12-tap FIR filter
The specific process being compiled to hardware is represented by the following 
function:

void fir(co_stream filter_in, co_stream filter_out)

This C-language subroutine represents a single process, defined as a module of code, 
expressed as a void subroutine, that describes a hardware or software component. If you 
are an experienced hardware designer, you can simply think of a process as being analo-
gous to a VHDL entity, or to a Verilog module.

If you are a software programmer, you can think of the process as being a subroutine that 
will loop forever, in a separate thread of execution from other processes. Our fir function 
has no return value and has two interfaces that have been defined using co_stream data 
types. These two streams are used to:

•	 Read in a set of 12 filter coefficients, and then a stream of sample data, on the filter_in 
stream.

•	 Write out the filter values on the filter_out stream.

If you are a hardware designer, you can think of a co_stream as being a representation 
of a first-in, first-out (FIFO) buffer. If you are a software programmer, you can think of 
a co_stream as being roughly analogous to a FILE type in C. Rather than reading and 
writing files on a disk, however, we will use the co_stream type to transfer data between 
multiple parallel processes.
[Figure 2 | The source code showing the algorithm and its nested loop

s]Notice on Figure 2 that the subroutine includes an outer do-while (1) loop, indicating 
that the subroutine will execute endlessly. This subroutine describes a persistent, always-
running process.

Figure 2   |   The 
source code showing 
the algorithm and its 
nested loops.
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Within this loop, observe how the co_stream_open, co_stream_read, co_stream_write,
and co_stream_close functions are used to manage the movement of data through the
filter. These functions provide you, the C programmer, with a concise and platform-
portable way to express streaming data. Impulse C supports a number of similar functions 
that can be used to describe the movement and management of process-to-process data.

The fir function begins by reading 12 coefficients from the filter_in stream and storing 
the resulting data into a local array (coef). The function then reads and begins processing 
the data inputs, one sample at a time. Results of filtering are written to the output stream 
filter_out.

In the algorithm description (Figure 3), you will find a while loop that describes the
filtering operation, an iterative multiply-accumulate operation.
[Figure 3 | The filtering process is an iterative multiply-accumulate operation.]

this application. This configuration routine 
serves three important purposes, allowing 
us to:

1. Define I/O characteristics such as 
FIFO depths and the sizes of shared 
memories.

2. Instantiate and interconnect one or 
more copies of our Impulse C process.

3. Optionally assign physical, chip-level 
names and/or locations to specific 
I/O ports.

This example includes one hardware 
process (the FIR filter) and also includes 
the two testing routines described earlier, 
producer and consumer. Our configur-
ation routine (Figure 4) therefore 
includes statements that describe how the 
producer, fir, and consumer processes 
connect together.
[Figure 4 | A complete configuration routine]

To summarize, the fir subroutine describes 
the algorithm to be generated as FPGA 
hardware, while the producer and
consumer subroutines (described else-
where, in fir_sw.c) are used for testing 
purposes. The configuration routine is 
used to describe how these three processes 
communicate, and to describe other 
characteristics of the process I/O.

Compiling the C Code to 
create HDL
The steps in creating FPGA hardware and 
related files from the C code begin with 
selecting a target platform. The platform 
may be an individual FPGA or an FPGA 
development board. Device selection is 
typically via pull down menu that will list 
the devices supported by the C-to-FPGA 
compiler. Or you can typically select 
“generic VHDL” to compile to VHDL 
without conforming to a specific device 
architecture. Most HDL generators also 
offer Verilog. Generation is automatic, 
creating a project file that includes esti-
mates of loop latencies, pipeline rates, and 
required hardware operations as shown 
in Figure 5. These data help the engineer 
iteratively refactor and improve algo-
rithms before going through a potentially 
long process of FPGA synthesis, and place 
and route.
[Figure 5 | The project file includes estimates of loop latencies, pipeline rates, and required hardware operations.]

The C to FPGA tool will optimize and pro-
cess your work, generating HDL files for 
the FIR filter. Those results are examined 
using code tools and graphical tools as part 
of the iterative code improvement process. 
This HDL file includes the state machines 
and other logic that implements the paral-
lelized and pipelined operations described 
in C. The example in Figure 5 includes a 
pipelined inner code loop with an unrolled 
loop, which results in a substantial amount 
of HDL code being generated.

Figure 3   |   The 
filtering process 
is an iterative 
multiply-accumulate 
operation.

This loop includes two inner loops and a simple set of calculations to iterate over every 
12-sample segment of the incoming data to perform the filtering operation. In each itera-
tion of the while loop, filtered data is written to the output stream using co_stream_write.

The above loop illustrates a very common pattern for describing filters using Impulse C: 
a C-language loop iterates on the incoming data, some processing occurs on that data, 
and results are written to the outputs using streaming (as shown here) or other methods.

You probably noticed the use of three pragmas in the code (PIPELINE, UNROLL and 
SET StageDelay). These pragmas are the subject of a more detailed tutorial on optimiza-
tion techniques, but to summarize (in the order these pragmas are used in the code):

•	 The CO PIPELINE pragma indicates that we want the while loop to be implemented 
as a hardware pipeline for high throughput. If the hardware compiler is able to 
generate a perfect pipeline with a rate of 1, then we can expect this loop to iterate in 
hardware as fast as one sample per clock cycle, even if the computations within the 
loop require more than one cycle.

•	 The CO SET pragma allows us to specify certain characteristics for the generated 
hardware. In this case we are setting a StageDelay constraint that instructs the 
optimizer to limit the combinational logic depth of any pipeline stage. If any generated 
pipeline stage exceeds this constraint, the optimizer will add additional pipeline stages 
to better balance the pipeline and allow the hardware to operate at a high clock rate.

•	 The UNROLL pragma instructs the optimizer to remove (by unrolling) a loop so that 
all iterations of that loop operate in parallel. Unrolling requires that the loop obey 
certain rules (such as having a fixed number of loop iterations) but can have dramatic 
impacts on performance, at the expense of additional FPGA logic being generated.

The FIR filter configuration subroutine
The fir subroutine described above represents the algorithm to be implemented as
hardware in the FPGA. To complete the application, however, we need to include one addi-
tional routine that describes the I/O connections and other compile-time characteristics for 
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Figure 4   |   A complete configuration routine.

Figure 5   |   The project file includes 
estimates of loop latencies, pipeline 
rates, and required hardware 
operations.

When you examine this generated HDL 
code, keep in mind that the number of lines 
of HDL code is not directly related to the 
size of the FPGA resources. In this case, 
because of the loop unrolling and pipelin-
ing, a large number of intermediate sig-
nals are generated by the compiler. These 
intermediate signals are optimized away 
by the FPGA synthesis tool, resulting in 
far less logic than the lines of HDL code 
might indicate. Note: the amount of FPGA 
resources and final performance for such 
a filter will depend on the selected FPGA 
platform, on the synthesis settings, and on 
what other hardware elements are being 
combined with this filter in the complete 

system. In the case of this algorithm (a 16-bit, fully pipelined and parallelized 12-tap 
filter), you can expect to use approximately 12 DSP slices in a typical FPGA device.

Graphical tools make it possible to view an expanded form (Figure 6) of the original source 
code and to view a graph of the unrolled and pipelined inner loop.
[Figure 6 | Expanded form of the original source code.]

From this point you now have a reusable, tested FIR filter that can be shared with other 
teams and reused in larger-scale systems on chip integrations. Interestingly, the usability 
of the generated HDL gives you the option of segregating portions of overall designs to 
be further hand refined. We are living at a time when extensive hand coding can still beat 
machine optimization. Often teams will use C to create the entire design, then break out 
portions to return to HDL. Accordingly another option is to use the flow to generate HDL 
that exports to IEEE compliant HDL simulators such as ModelSim. This option results 
in an automatically generated test bench created as part of the design process. We firmly 
believe that “HDL ain’t broke” for glue logic, address control, state machines, and other 
Boolean operations for which HDLs work well. C is just another item in the tool kit that 
enables software and hardware developers to better collaborate on co-optimized designs. 
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Figure 6   |   Expanded form of the original source code.

void config_fir(void *arg)
{

co_stream waveform_in;
co_stream waveform_out;
co_process fir_process;
co_process producer_process;
co_process consumer_process;
IF_SIM(cosim_logwindow_init();)

waveform_in = co_stream_create(“waveform_in”,
             INT_TYPE(16), 
BUFSIZE);
waveform_out = co_stream_create(“waveform_out”,

INT_TYPE(16), BUFSIZE);

producer_process = co_process_create(“producer_process”,
(co_function)test_producer, 
1, waveform_in);

fir_process = co_process_create(“filter_process”,
(co_function)fir, 
2, waveform_in, waveform_out);

consumer_process = co_process_create(“consumer_process”,
(co_function)test_consumer, 
1, waveform_out);

// Assign fir process to hardware elements
co_process_config(fir_process, co_loc, “PE0”);

}
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Editor’s note: In August Mercury Computer Systems introduced what it described as the first embedded computing product 
combining the Intel Core i7 processor with Mercury’s Protocol Offload Engine Technology (POET) fabric interconnect. 
This product is the LDS6520 Module, and it enables a Serial RapidIO or 10 GbE data plane to connect a number of FPGAs 
and Intel Core i7 processors.

Mercury’s Marc Couture, director of applications engineering for advanced computer solutions, Anne Mascarin, product 
marketing manager, and Arnold Sodder, consulting systems architect, spoke with DSP-FPGA.com shortly after POET’s 
introduction.

high throughput, low latency, and extreme determinism for
signal processing in embedded systems. POET enables us to take 
an Intel device with lots of Gen2 PCI Express for instance, bridge 
that over to RapidIO, or it could be 10 GbE, or eventually 40 GbE, 
or InfiniBand – you name it. We have a lot of flexibility in terms 
of what we interconnect to. The LDS6250, a Core i7 OpenVPX 
board, is the first of a planned series of POET-enabled Intel boards. 

DSP-FGPA.com: Arnold, could you walk us through the 
POET block diagram (Figure 1).

ARNOLD: The diagram shows a POET device that provides 
connectivity to the fabric on the backplane. So, for example, in an 
OpenVPX 6U chassis, we use four data plane connections. Note 
the four fabric interfaces [Figure 1, right] to the POET device. 

DSP-FGPA.com: Let’s begin with a system-level example, 
and have you describe multiprocessing, sensor I/O, and 
the importance of the interconnects, including standard 
interconnects such as Ethernet and PCIe.

MARC: Mercury builds high-performance embedded computers. 
These are built using multiple boards that contain compute ele-
ments interconnected via a multi-processing fabric. The computers
interface with external devices such as sensors. The compute
problem is usually too complex to be solved by a single threaded 
processing paradigm and is usually solved using a distributed
processing paradigm consisting of computer elements working in 
parallel that receive part of the sensor data. This data distribution
is done using the fabric that connects the processing elements. 

DSP-FGPA.com: Mercury 
made fabrics a critical 
differentiator with the company’s 
RACE architecture. How does 
POET advance this fabric 
concept?

MARC: Historically the process-
ing devices or compute elements 
that we have used have had inter-
faces to fabrics such as RapidIO. 
However, many of the devices 
that are applicable to the defense
market, for instance Intel devices 
with Core i7 technology, do not 
directly connect to standard data 
fabrics. Instead, these devices use 
PCI Express, originating from the 
CPU and associated bridge compo-
nents. So part of the thrust behind 
POET was to overcome that gap.

In addition POET development 
occurred in the context of the three 
big criteria Mercury always puts 
first when we build multicomputers:

Bridgework: Q&A with Mercury Computer Systems 
on how connectivity to (just about any) fabric on
the backplane aids high throughput, low latency, 

and extreme determinism

Figure 1   |   Protocol Offload Embedded Technology (POET) Block Diagram
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And on the left side you see PCI Express, which is what we use to 
connect to a processor or some kind of processing element. 
[Figure 1 | Protocol Offload Embedded Technology (POET) Block Diagram]

At the top of Figure 1 we see “sensor I/O,” which is typically 
an external device that the processor needs to connect to. That 
interface could be provided by the same POET device, or, very 
typically, could be another POET device on the same board or on 
a different board on a multiprocessor computer. The data being 
brought in by the sensor I/O could be proprietary. It could also 
be “10G Ethernet.” Usually the sensor data needs some form of a 
translation function so that data is received in one format and sent 
to another processing element in a different format. So the data 
is coming in, and it is being sent over a PCI bridge to some process-
ing element, which then does the complex computation required 
on the received sensor data.

At the bottom of Figure 1, where all the RDMA engines are, we 
have memory. Memory can be accessed using RDMA engines 
that allow data to be transported at very high speeds without soft-
ware assist to processing elements within the board or to a board 
connected over the fabric. 

DSP-FGPA.com: PCIe Gen3 is shown on Figure 1. What
are your comments regarding the role Gen3 will play?

ARNOLD: In many of our applications we are I/O bound and 
usually cannot get data to processors fast enough. Gen3 with its 
higher speeds will help solve that problem.

ANNE: I want to point out AXI/OCP [on Figure 1]. OCP stands 
for Open Core Protocol, and that’s an industry standard core speci-
fication for moving this whole level of abstraction up quite a bit.

MARC: Open Core Protocol, which specifies standard interfaces 
for IP cores, comes out of the ASIC industry. In May, Xilinx part-
nered with ARM to develop a next-generation interface standard 
called AXI 4. One thing to note here is that Xilinx is going to be 
taking its Core Gen library all public. Because POET will support 
AXI, for instance, customers can take the Core Gen IP loads, and 
if they are sticking to the same interface, they can plug in things 
more easily, so it is a productivity play. It will save them a lot of 
time.

DSP-FGPA.com: So designers can move more quickly to 
doing what they do to differentiate themselves from the 
competition?

MARC: Rather than messing around with the plumbing. Every-
body uses half-inch pipe, for example. But in the FPGA world, 
interface standards have long been lacking, so this is a big step 
forward.

DSP-FGPA.com: Do you have additional comments on
Figure 1?

MARC: Another big consideration, particularly in defense
platforms, is being able to insert security-oriented IP. POET is 
typically the main fabric hub into the card, so this is an ideal spot 
to place a “guard.” Also, there are multiple different size FPGAs 
you can put in the same physical footprint. The way we have archi-
tected it, if the design needs more space we can size up the FPGA.

DSP-FGPA.com: Do you expect Intel to be the “winner” in 
the floating point capability processor wars? Why or why not?

MARC: Mercury is processor-agnostic, and we are always
evaluating processors in terms of performance per power, spe-
cifically gigaflop per watt. A lot of our products end up in size, 
weight, and power constrained environments. Much of the linear 
algebra, digital signal processing algorithms we deal with do very 

well when there is a vector engine. For years the e600 core devices 
from Freescale were ideal. Freescale has kind of moved away from 
that. Meanwhile, Intel has in its Core i7 the SSE 4, which is also 
a 128-bit vector engine. Also, there are some even wider vector 
engines expected from Intel, so, because of that, right now, Intel is 
attractive. But Mercury is open to all devices that come along that 
have good economy behind them and are not from a start up that 
could disappear.

We are always measuring, and weighing off those different metrics 
to the device, but right now Intel has a good offering in terms of a 
strong solid vector engine that can be programmed. And it is appli-
cable to our customers, who are involved in such areas as radar, 
SIGINT, EOIR, doing FFTs, digital down conversion, and so on.

ARNOLD: I think Marc hit it right on the head. The main point is 
picking the right processor for the job, and the job is defined by the 
size, weight, and power and it is nothing more than that.

DSP-FGPA.com: What checklist are you using to determine 
that you have gone with the best processor for the job?

ARNOLD: It is hard to answer that question because it is very, 
very dependent on the application. An application for radar 
would be one kind of processor, an application for something else 
would need a different processor. Each one has its own specific 
requirements.

MARC: And, to cite another area where Mercury is agnostic, we 
use both Xilinx and Altera FPGAs. When Altera and Xilinx came 
out with Virtex 6 versus Stratix IV, there are different things we 
weighed, including costs. We also considered productivity. If a 
device is capable of extreme performance, but you need several 
post-docs to program it, then it may not be considered a productive 
device. That also has to be examined, not just the recurring costs 
of the device being put to a platform of some sort.

DSP-FGPA.com: Anne you wrote an article for Military 
Embedded Systems, “General-purpose GPUs breathe new 
life into high-performance embedded computing.” Do we have 
a case here of this new Open VPX module [the LDS6520] 
breathing new life into GPGPUs?

ANNE: That is interesting and brings us around to Intel. I wrote 
that article some months ago, and since then we have released a 
GPU based OpenVPX board that is called the Ensemble 6000 
OpenVPX GSC6200 GPU Processing Module. In conjunction 
with that, the Intel boards that we have recently announced, 
including the Ensemble 6000 OpenVPX Intel Core 2 Duo SB6521 
module and the Ensemble 6000 OpenVPX Intel Core i7 Dual-Core 
LDS6520 module can support the GSC6200 as host. 

Within an ISR subsystem context, the company’s products are 
becoming more heterogeneous all the time. And you can imagine, 
in an ISR subsystem, a GPU-based board is performing the 
super high-speed image processing and exploitation. At the same 
time, you would have the Intel processor-based SBC feeding the 
GPU-based board the information and also managing some I/O. In 
a nutshell, what we offer is an application-ready subsystem for our 
customers, based on the heterogeneous product set that we have 
released. We are giving customers what they need to be successful 
in their defense applications.

DSP-FGPA.com: Does the ISR design methodology need 
to move away from a one step, then the next, then the next 
“waterfall” type methodology?

ANNE: Yes, definitely. However, many primes aren’t equipped
to perform “concurrent engineering,” but quick deployment-types 
of programs are forcing primes to consider options for system 
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development acceleration. Also, another major problem is integra-
tion – the ability to assemble and extensively test all pieces of a 
system together. We are working on a paradigm called application-
ready subsystems, which are comprised of board-level components 
and other elements integrated together, including software, soft-
ware and hardware services, and potentially custom driver-ware 
for example, to equip customers with a complete subsystem which 
will accept their software application.

The plan is to create an application-ready subsystem that is 
already integrated and qualified and that represents best of breed
components that are available on the market today.

MARC: And tied into that there has also been a change in climate, 
with the emphasis now being on [DoD program] spiral develop-
ment and quick reaction capability. So if you can have multiple 
development efforts in a heterogeneous system like that, that is a 
good thing.

ANNE: Because of procurement reform many of the primes
need to consider outsourcing to meet the quick demand and the 
pricing demand, so we see ourselves as being able to provide those 
application-ready subsystems that are configured, and that are 
qual-tested at the component level and at the system level. This 
is the alternative to having to make every component in house
and integrate them together in “plug-and-pray” fashion. We are 
offering plug and play instead.

DSP-FGPA.com: Is the LDS6250 an example of taking
what is there plus bringing something new to the table?

MARC: The design of that card centers around thinking in
system-level terms. It is an OpenVPX board and with OpenVPX 
you have 192 differential pairs to play with. How do you really 
start to make use of all of that interconnectivity?

The sort of thing we were thinking about was, with that Core i7 on 
there, did we want to have an adjacent GPU board, which we had 
already announced, [the GSC6200]. With GPUs, if you want to get 
the kind of teraflop benchmarks they can supply, you have to have 
I/O, so you will need lots of PCI Express for instance. A strong 
coupling with the Intel card is essential. All those sorts of things 
were taken into consideration with that card. It was not “design a 
board in a vacuum.” A lot of thought went into many different case 
studies and classes of systems and application-ready subsystems.

DSP-FGPA.com: What challenges had you not expected
to encounter?

ARNOLD: The biggest challenge in all of these designs is
balancing requirements with power and space. For example, given 
an application you can always use more processing power or
memory but you only have that much power and space. That is
the biggest challenge.

MARC: Physics and also everything to do with higher signaling 
and signal integrity is challenging. When you change a design to 
optimize heat versus signal integrity, all of these things constantly 
have to be looked at if you want a board that is more than just 
effective on a lab bench. You want something that is effective on 
a deployed, rugged, platform. It needs high MTBF so that it can 
satisfy mission requirements for a lengthy period of time – all that 
has to be considered.

DSP-FGPA.com: Does 40/100 Gbps belong in the set of 
challenges?

ARNOLD: It comes back to balance. 100 Gbps is a great
invention and the standard is now ratified. Today the bandwidth 
provided by 100G is more useful for the backbone of the Internet 

and for the Yahoos and Googles of the world – they have that kind 
of traffic. On our side, for a fabric, as Figure 1 shows, there are 
4 fabric interfaces. So we have potentially four 40-gig interfaces 
which adds up to 160 Gbps of I/O that is being brought into 
the payload module. Right now though there are no processing 
technologies that can absorb that bandwidth. So it is always a 
balance; it is a balance of processing power to I/O, and that is the 
constant battle we face.

Today systems are built with 4 fabric interfaces each supporting 
20 Gbps, which provides every compute element with 80 Gbps 
of data to process. Supplying this compute infrastructure within 
the power and space restrictions is our main challenge.

DSP-FGPA.com: What have you noticed about the
industry’s reaction to procurement reform?

ANNE: The industry is very aware of the procurement reform 
issues, including the demand for firm, fixed-price contracts, the 
demand for open architectures, and the demand for rapid deploy-
ment. The primes will be taking a hard look at their capabilities 
and saying, “Last time we built a subsystem it took us three years, 
that won’t work for this QRC contract. We don’t have expertise 
with open systems, and hiring consultants won’t give us that exper-
tise in the long term either. Plus, the schedule is tight, and so is the 
funding we receive from our customer, maybe there is a better way 
to leverage our internal expertise with some outside experts who 
can engineer concurrently with us…and stop us from getting into 
those science experiments that waste our resources. Maybe some 
of this should be outsourced….” In short, the procurement reform 
movement will make people think about what they know versus 
what they don’t know, and what they can achieve solo versus the 
impossible.

Marc Couture is currently Director of Prod-
uct Management for RF and IF Mixed Signal 
Technologies at Mercury Computer Systems, 
having served previously as Director of Appli-
cation Engineering. Previously, he worked at 
Motorola Corp., Spectrum Signal Processing, 
Blue Wave Systems, and NUWC. Marc holds a 
MSEE/BSEE from UMass Dartmouth. He can 
be contacted mcouture@mc.com.

Anne Mascarin is a Solution Marketing 
Manager at Mercury Computer Systems, 
where she has been employed for six years. 
Previously, she worked at The MathWorks 
and Analog Devices, Inc. Anne holds a 
Master of Science in Electrical Engineering 
from Northeastern University and a Bachelor 
of Arts in Economics from Boston University. 
She can be contacted amascari@mc.com.

Arnold Sodder is a Consulting Systems 
Architect at Mercury Computer Systems. 
Arnold joined Mercury earlier this year 
after 20+ years developing products in 
the networking industry. Previously he 
has worked at Enterasys Networks, Tenor 
Networks, 3COM, DEC, EDS/GM and CMC. 
Arnold holds a Bachelor of Technology in 
Aeronautical Engineering from the Indian 
Institute of Technology, Bombay. He can be 
contacted at asodder@mc.com.

Mercury Computer Systems  •  www.mercury.com
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DSP Resource Boards: DSP Platforms

For more information, contact: more_info@xilinx.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p46503

Xilinx, Inc.
2100 Logic Drive • San Jose, CA 95124-3400  USA
408-559-7778
www.xilinx.com/kits

Xilinx® FPGAs exceed the computing power of DSPs with their 
inherent parallelism and offer co-processing methods of perfor-
mance acceleration for signal processing. The Xilinx Spartan®-6 
FPGA DSP Kit integrates hardware, IP, software development tools 
and methodologies together into solutions that accelerate develop-
ment for experienced users and simplify the adoption of FPGAs for 
new users. With the addition of targeted reference designs, these 
DSP platforms enable users to focus on creating their own unique 
differentiation from the very beginning of the product development 
process.

This kit includes the Xilinx Spartan-6 LX150T board and allows 
users to quickly learn the different tool fl ows and design techniques 
involved in creating DSP centric designs with the Spartan-6 FPGA 
family. Traditional RTL design methodologies are also supported 
through a design implementation that uses ISE Design Suite: Logic 
Edition and LogicCore DSP IP.

Avnet Spartan-6 FPGA DSP Kit

 › Xilinx Spartan-6 LX150T board
 › Cables, Power Supply and Compact Flash
 › Xilinx ISE® Design Suite – System Edition Software (device locked
to Spartan-6 LX150T)

 › Includes EDK and System Generator™ for DSP
 › The MathWorks Simulink® evaluation tools
 › DSP reference design tutorials
 › Kit documentation

FEATURES

Acromag FPGA Hardware: Reconfi gurable 35

Actel Corporation FPGA Hardware: Rad Hard 42

Altera Corporation FPGA & CPLDs: High-Density FPGAs 28

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. DSP Resource Boards: VMEbus 22

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. FPGA Hardware: Data Acquisition 30

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. FPGA Hardware: Processor Boards 36

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. FPGA Hardware: Processor Boards 37

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. FPGA Hardware: Processor Boards 38

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. FPGA Hardware: Processor Boards 39

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. I/O Hardware: Data Acquisition 44

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. I/O Hardware: Data Acquisition 45

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. I/O Hardware: Data Acquisition 46

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. I/O Hardware: Data Acquisition 47

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. I/O Hardware: Data Acquisition 48

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. I/O Hardware: Image Processing 49

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. Software Tools: EDA Tools 53

AutoESL Design Technologies Software Tools: EDA Tools 54
Curtiss-Wright Controls
Embedded Computing DSP Resource Boards: VMEbus 19
Curtiss-Wright Controls
Embedded Computing FPGA Hardware: Processor Boards 40
Curtiss-Wright Controls
Embedded Computing FPGA Hardware: Processor Boards 40

Freescale Semiconductor DSP Chips & Cores: Chips 23

Freescale Semiconductor DSP Chips & Cores: Chips 24

Freescale Semiconductor DSP Chips & Cores: Evaluation Kits 25

Freescale Semiconductor DSP Chips & Cores: Evaluation Kits 26

HDL Design House DSP Chips & Cores: Silicon IP 27

Innovative Integration FPGA Hardware: Data Acquisition 31

Innovative Integration FPGA Hardware: Data Acquisition 31

Innovative Integration FPGA Hardware: Processor Boards 41

Innovative Integration FPGA Hardware: Processor Boards 41

Microtronix FPGA & CPLDs: IP and Systems Cores 29

Nallatech FPGA Hardware: FPGA Accelerators 34

RF Engines Ltd /
Innovation Center FPGA & CPLDs: IP and Systems Cores 29

Soft dB, Inc. I/O Hardware: Audio: General 43

Synopsys, Inc. Software Tools: Development Tools 50

Synopsys, Inc. Software Tools: Development Tools 51

Synopsys, Inc. Software Tools: Development Tools 52

Traquair Data Systems, Inc. DSP Resource Boards: Embedded 20

Traquair Data Systems, Inc. DSP Resource Boards: Embedded 21

Xilinx, Inc. DSP Resource Boards: DSP Platforms 18

Xilinx, Inc. DSP Resource Boards: DSP Platforms 19

Xilinx, Inc. FPGA Hardware: Evaluation Kits/Prototyping Boards 32

Xilinx, Inc. FPGA Hardware: Evaluation Kits/Prototyping Boards 32

Xilinx, Inc. FPGA Hardware: Evaluation Kits/Prototyping Boards 33

Xilinx, Inc. FPGA Hardware: Evaluation Kits/Prototyping Boards 33

Xilinx, Inc. FPGA Hardware: Low Power 34

Xilinx, Inc. FPGA Hardware: Low Power 35

Xilinx, Inc. Software Tools: EDA Tools 54
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DSP Resource Boards: DSP Platforms

For more information, contact: more_info@xilinx.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p46504

Xilinx, Inc.
2100 Logic Drive • San Jose, CA 95124  USA
408-559-7778
www.xilinx.com/kits

Wireless, aerospace and defense, instrumentation and medical 
imaging applications continue to drive demanding performance 
requirements for today's sophisticated electronic systems. Due
to their inherent hardware structure advantages, Xilinx® FPGAs 
outstrip the high-end computing power of traditional digital signal 
processors. Based on the performance leading Virtex®-6 FPGAs,
this DSP Kit bundles pre-validated software tools, IP and hard-
ware into a platform that addresses even the most challenging
applications.

With the addition of targeted reference designs, the Virtex-6
FPGA DSP kit enables users to focus on creating their own unique 
differentiation from the very beginning of the product development 
process, accelerating development for experienced users while 
also simplifying the adoption of FPGAs for new users.

Avnet Virtex-6 FPGA DSP Kit

 › Xilinx Virtex-6 LX240T board
 › Cables, Power Supply and Compact Flash
 › Xilinx ISE® Design Suite - System Edition Software (device locked
to Virtex-6 LX240T)

 › Includes EDK and System Generator™ for DSP
 › The MathWorks Simulink® evaluation tools
 › DSP reference design tutorials
 › Kit documentation

FEATURES

DSP Resource Boards: VMEbus

For more information, contact: sales@cwcembedded.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p46495

Curtiss-Wright Controls Embedded Computing
20130 Lakeview Center Plaza, Suite 200 • Ashburn, VA 20147  USA
703-779-7800
www.cwcembedded.com

The CHAMP-AV5 multi-processing board brings the fl oating-point 
performance of the Intel® Core™ i7 architecture to VME64x form
factor standard. Utilizing a pair of 2.53GHz dual-core Core i7 proces-
sors, the CHAMP-AV5 delivers up to 81 GFLOPS of performance. 
With a 17GB/s (peak) DDR3 memory sub-system connected directly 
to the processor, the Core i7 is able to maximize the throughput
of the SSE 4.2 vector processing units. With more cache than 
any previous processor, the Core i7 can process larger vectors at 
peak rates than previous AltiVec™-based systems. The AV5 is pin-
compatible with the MPC7447/7448-based CHAMP-AV4 allowing 
for performance upgrades without changing chassis, backplane, 
power supplies of existing qualifi ed systems. The CHAMP-AV5
features a high-bandwidth PCI Express® (PCIe) architecture, featur-
ing on-board PCIe connections between the processors, and the 
PMC/XMC sites. With 16 Gbytes of Flash and 4GB of SDRAM the 
CHAMP-AV5 handles applications with demanding storage, data 
logging and sensor processing needs.

CHAMP-AV5 VME64x DSP Board

 › High-performance fl oating point processing for DSP and general 
purpose applications

 › 6U VME64x form factor
 › Two Intel® Core™ i7 dual-core processors at up to 2.53GHz
 › SSE 4.2 fl oating point vector unit
 › 81GFLOPs peak computing performance
 › 2GB DDR3 SDRAM with ECC per processor
 › DMA offl oad engine
 › Two mezzanine sites
 › Power management feature
 

FEATURES
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DSP Resource Boards: Embedded

For more information, contact: sales@traquair.com

Traquair Data Systems, Inc.
114 Sheldon Road • Ithaca, NY 14850  USA
607-266-6000
www.traquair.com

The micro-line series of embedded DSP/FPGA boards provides 
embedded systems developers with a tightly integrated suite of 
programmable DSP, FPGA, and I/O resources in small, stand-alone 
capable board formats.

micro-line C6412Compact and C641xCPU DSP/FPGA boards
target high-performance integer DSP applications, using the Texas 
Instruments TMS320C6410, TMS320C6412, TMS320C6413, and 
TMS320C6418 DSPs.

The micro-line C6412Compact combines a powerful 720 MHz 
TMS320C6412 DSP processor, up to 128 MB SDRAM, 8 or 32 MB
fl ash ROM, and a high-density 1M gate or  4M gate Spartan-3 FPGA. 
The optionally programmable FPGA greatly expands processing
as well as hardware interfacing possibilities. Two independent
400 Mbps 1394a FireWire interfaces are included, enabling simul-
taneous high-bandwidth video-in and video-out for a completely 
integrated video processing system. A 64-bit bus connects the 
DSP, FPGA, SDRAM, and FireWire resources. Onboard USB 2.0 and 
10/100BASE-Tx Ethernet interfaces round off the impressive feature 
set available on the C6412Compact.

The C641xCPU family of boards features a smaller (98 mm x 67 mm 
footprint) and leaner confi guration, with up to 64 MB SDRAM, 8MB 
FLASH ROM, and a high-density 500K gate, 1M gate, or 1.6M gate 
Spartan-3E FPGA. 

10/100BASE-Tx Ethernet support is optionally provided using
Windmill Innovations’ eXpressDSP™-compliant bf3Net TCP/IP
protocol stack and bf3Web embedded web server (SC100BASE-Tx 
Ethernet daughtercard is required when using C641xCPU boards). 

Optional Analog I/O daughtercards can also be used with the 
C6412Compact and C641xCPU boards:

ORS-112 (16-bit A/D/A)
• 4-ch A/D 2.5 MSps; 4-ch D/A 625 KSps

ORS-114 (14-bit A/D/A)
• 2-ch A/D 65 MSps; 2-ch D/A 125 MSps 

• 4-ch A/D 65 MSps; 4-ch D/A 62.5 MSps

ORS-116 (16-bit A/D/A)
• 12-ch A/D 250 KSps; 12-ch D/A 100 KSps

micro-line C641x DSP/FPGA Boards

 › C6412Compact Features:
• 720 MHz TMS320C6412 integer DSP
• 1M gate or 4M gate Spartan-3 FPGA; up to 211 confi gurable
 I/O pins
• Up to 128 MB SDRAM
• Up to 32 MB fl ash ROM for DSP and FPGA boot code, as well as
 non-voltatile parameter/data storage
• Two independent IEEE1394a FireWire interfaces for streaming
 data in/out simultaneously
• 10/100BASE-Tx Ethernet interface
• USB 2.0 and RS-232 interfaces
• External access to DSP Processor I/O interfaces: 64-bit EMIF, 
 XF0/1 pins, Timer input/output pins, McBSP ports, I2C, and
 16-/32-bit HPI
• 120 mm x 72 mm footprint

 › C641xCPU Features:
• 400 MHz TMS320C6410, 500MHz TMS320C6413 or 500 MHz
 TMS320C6418 integer DSP
• 500K gate, 1.2M gate, or 1.6M gate density Xilinx
 Spartan™-3E FPGA; up to 98 confi gurable digital I/O pins
• Up to 64 MB SDRAM
• 8 MB fl ash ROM for DSP and FPGA boot code, as well as
 non-voltatile parameter/data storage
• RS-232 interface
• External access to DSP Procesor I/O interfaces: 32-bit
 EMIF, XF0/1 pins, Timer input/output pins, McASP and
 McBSP ports, I2C, and HPI
• 98 mm x 67 mm footprint; ISO9001:2000 accredited production
 and CE certifi cation

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p31755
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DSP Resource Boards: Embedded

For more information, contact: sales@traquair.com

Traquair Data Systems, Inc.
114 Sheldon Road • Ithaca, NY 14850  USA
607-266-6000
www.traquair.com

The micro-line series of embedded DSP/FPGA boards provides 
embedded systems developers with a tightly integrated suite of 
programmable DSP, FPGA, and I/O resources in small, stand-alone 
capable board formats.

micro-line C6713Compact and C6713CPU DSP/FPGA boards target
high-performance fl oating-point DSP applications, using the power-
ful Texas Instruments TMS320C6713 DSP.

The C6713Compact combines a powerful 300 MHz TMS320C6713 
fl oating-point DSP processor, 64 MB SDRAM, 8 MB fl ash ROM, and 
an onboard, high-density 250K gate, 500K gate, or 1M gate Virtex-II 
FPGA (optionally programmable). The FPGA greatly expands pro-
cessing as well as hardware interfacing possibilities. A 400 Mbps 
IEEE 1394a FireWire interface is also included onboard, for commu-
nications with other embedded DSP resources, cameras, sensors, 
and PCs. Software APIs are available to utilize the FireWire interface 
for general purposes, video frame capture from cameras, and data 
storage to hard drives and CompactFlash memory.

The C6713CPU offers a smaller (98 mm x 67 mm footprint) and leaner 
confi guration, which has up to 64 MB SDRAM, and 2 MB fl ash ROM, 
along with a high-density 400K gate or 1M gate Spartan-3 FPGA.

10/100BASE-Tx Ethernet support is optionally available using
Windmill Innovations’ eXpressDSP™-compliant bf3Net TCP/IP
protocol stack and bf3Web embedded web server (requires 
SC100BASE-Tx Ethernet daughtercard). 

Optional Analog I/O daughtercards can also be used with the 
C6713Compact and C6713CPU boards:

ORS-112 (16-bit A/D/A)
• 4-ch A/D 2.5 MSps; 4-ch D/A 625 KSps

ORS-114 (14-bit A/D/A)
• 2-ch A/D 65 MSps; 2-ch D/A 125 MSps

• 4-ch A/D 65 MSps; 4-ch D/A 62.5 MSps

ORS-116 (16-bit A/D/A)
• 12-ch A/D 250 KSps; 12-ch D/A 100 KSps

micro-line C6713 DSP/FPGA Boards

 › C6713Compact Features:
• 300 MHz TMS320C6713 fl oating-point DSP
• 250K gate, 500K gate, or 1M gate Virtex-II FPGA; up to
 160 confi gurable digital I/O pins
• Up to 64 MB SDRAM
• 8 MB fl ash ROM for DSP and FPGA boot code, as well as
 non-voltatile parameter/data storage
• Onboard 400 Mbps IEEE1394a FireWire interface
• RS-232 interface
• External access to TMS320C6713 DSP I/O interfaces:
 32-bit EMIF, XF0/1 pins, Timer input/output pins, McASP and
 McBSP ports, I2C, and HPI
• 120 mm x 67 mm footprint; ISO9001:2000 accredited production
 and CE certifi cation

 › C6713CPU Features:
• 300 MHz TMS320C6713 fl oating-point DSP
• 400K gate or 1M gate Spartan-3 FPGA; up to
 96 confi gurable digital I/O pins
• 64 MB SDRAM
• 2 MB fl ash ROM for DSP and FPGA boot code, as well as
 non-voltatile parameter/data storage
• RS-232 interface
• External access to TMS320C6713 DSP I/O interfaces: 
 32-bit EMIF, XF0/1 pins, Timer input/output pins, McASP and
 McBSP ports, I2C, and HPI
• 98 mm x 67 mm footprint; ISO9001:2000 accredited production
 and CE certifi cation

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p31754
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DSP Resource Boards: VMEbus 

For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401  USA
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

The Four Channel Clock Distribution Board distributes a common 
clock and synchronized control signal triggers to multiple cards in 
the system. This 6U VME64x/VXS board provides four high-speed, 
ultra-low jitter, ultra-low skew differential bulkhead mounted clock 
outputs, two ultra-low skew differential vertical SMA onboard clock 
outputs, and four ultra-low skew and clock synchronized single- 
ended bulkhead mounted control signal triggers.

A jumper set at board installation time or via optional P2 serial port 
determines which one of the two installed clock sources is active. 
Manufacturing options for Clock Source 0 are single-ended or
differential external clock, a PLL ranging from 700 MHz to 3 GHz 
with an onboard reference oscillator, or a PLL ranging from 700 MHz
to 3 GHz with a 10 MHz external reference. Manufacturing options 
for Clock Source 1 are a PLL ranging from 700 MHz to 3 GHz with 
an onboard reference oscillator, a PLL ranging from 700 MHz
to 3 GHz with a 10 MHz external reference, or an onboard low
frequency oscillator ranging up to 800 MHz.

The four control trigger outputs can originate from a high-precision 
external source via front panel SMA, from a manual push button 
on the front panel, or from software via an optional Backplane P2
Connector Serial Port. These trigger outputs are synchronized to the 
distributed clock to provide precise output timing relationships.

Annapolis Micro Systems is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based boards and processing for RADAR, SONAR, 
SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-Defi ned Radio, 
encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing, and 
other processing-intensive applications.
 
Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our 
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applica-
tions succeed. We offer training and exceptional special application 
development support, as well as more conventional support.

Four Channel Clock Synchronization Board

 › Four synchronized differential front panel clock outputs up to 
3 GHz with typical skew of 5 ps

 › Ultra-low clock jitter and phase noise – 275 fs with 1,280 MHz PLL 
and external 10 MHz reference

 › Onboard PLL’s manufacturing options provide fi xed frequencies of 
700 MHz to 3 GHz, locked to internal or external reference

 › Onboard low frequency oscillator provides fi xed frequencies up to 
approximately 800 MHz

 › Four synchronized trigger outputs, always synchronized with
the output clock, with typical skew of 5 ps

 › Jumper selectable trigger output levels of 3.3 V PECL, 2.5 V PECL,
or 1.65 V PECL

 › Source trigger from front panel SMA, push button, or optional
P2 serial port

 › Cascade boards to provide up to 16 sets of outputs

 › Compatible with standard VME64x and VXS 6U backplanes

 › Universal clock input supports wide range of signal options, 
including signal generator sine wave

 › Differential clock input permits multiple standards including:
LVDS, 3.3 V PECL, 2.5 V PECL, and 1.65 V PECL

 › Clock and trigger outputs compatible with all Annapolis Micro 
Systems, Inc. WILDSTAR™ 2 PRO I/O Cards and WILDSTAR™ 4/5 
Mezzanine Cards

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p33661
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DSP Chips & Cores: Chips

For more information, visit: www.freescale.com/starcore

Freescale Semiconductor
6501 William Cannon Drive West • Austin, Texas 78735  USA
xxx-xxx-xxxx
www.freescale.com

The MSC8156 is based on the industry’s highest performance
DSP core, built on StarCore® technology, with added performance 
from a Multi-Accelerator Platform Engine (MAPLE-B) for Fast
Fourier Transforms (FFT), Inverse Fast Fourier Transforms (iFFT),
Discrete Fourier Transforms (DFT), Inverse Discrete Fourier Trans-
forms (iDFT) and Turbo and Viterbi decoding. The MSC8156 supports 
the advanced processing requirements and capabilities of today’s 
high-performance medical, aerospace and defense and advanced 
test and measurement markets. It delivers industry-leading perfor-
mance and power savings, leveraging 45 nm process technology 
in a highly integrated SoC to provide performance equivalent to
a 6 GHz, single-core device. The MSC8156 will help equipment
manufacturers create end products and services that integrate 
more functionality in a smaller hardware footprint.

The MSC8156 DSP delivers a high level of performance and inte-
gration, combining six new and enhanced, fully programmable 
SC3850 cores, each running at up to 1 GHz. The SC3850 DSP core has 
been independently assessed to enable 40 percent more process-
ing capability per MHz than the nearest DSP competition. A high-
performance internal RISC-based QUICC Engine™ subsystem
supports multiple networking protocols to guarantee reliable data 
transport over packet networks while signifi cantly offl oading
processing from the DSP cores.

The MSC8156 embeds a substantial amount of internal memory to 
support a variety of advanced high-speed interface types, including
two Serial RapidIO® interfaces, two Gigabit Ethernet interfaces
for network communications, a PCI Express® interface, two DDR 
controllers for high-speed, industry standard memory interface and 
four multichannel TDM interfaces.

The MSC8156 allows a high degree of scalability through pin
compatibility with all MSC825x and MSC815x DSP devices.
 

MSC8156 

 › Six StarCore DSP SC3850 core subsystems operating at up to
1 GHz/8000 MMACS per core and up to 48000 MMACS per device

 › Multi-accelerator platform engine for baseband (MAPLE-B)

 › Highly fl exible, programmable Turbo and Viterbi decoder supports 
confi gurable decoding parameters. It can perform up to 200 Mbps 
of Turbo decoding (6 iterations) or up to 115 Mbps of K = 9 (zero tail) 
Viterbi decoding

 › FFT/iFFT for sizes 128, 256, 512, 1024 or 2048 points at up to
350 million samples per second

 › DFT/iDFT for sizes up to 1536 points at up to 175 million samples
per second

 › Two master buses for data transfers from/to the system memory
at total throughput up to 50 Gbps

 › High-speed, high-bandwidth CLASS fabric arbitrates between the 
DSP cores and other CLASS masters to M2 memory, M3 memory, 
DDR controllers and the confi guration registers

 › Two DDR controllers with up to 400 MHz clock (800 MHz data) rate 
and 32/64-bit DDR2/3 SDRAM data bus. Supports SODIMMs and
up to 2 GB per controller

 › 32-channel DMA controller

 › Dual RISC core QUICC Engine subsystem operating at up to 500 MHz 
provides parallel packet processing independent of the DSP cores

 › Supports: Two Gigabit Ethernet controllers supporting RGMII or 
SGMII Serial peripheral interface

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p46486
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DSP Chips & Cores: Chips

For more information, visit: www.freescale.com/starcore

Freescale Semiconductor
6501 William Cannon Drive West • Austin, Texas 78735  USA
xxx-xxx-xxxx
www.freescale.com

The MSC8256 is based on the industry’s highest performance 
DSP core, built on StarCore® technology, and designed for the 
advanced processing requirements and capabilities of today’s high-
performance, high-end industrial applications for the medical
imaging, aerospace, defense and advanced test and measure-
ment markets. It delivers industry-leading performance and power
savings, leveraging 45 nm process technology in a highly integrated 
SoC to provide performance equivalent to a 6 GHz, single-core 
device. The MSC8256 will help equipment manufacturers create
end products and services that integrate more functionality in a 
smaller hardware footprint.

The MSC8256 DSP delivers a high level of performance and
integration, combining six new and enhanced, fully programmable 
SC3850 cores, each running at up to 1 GHz. The SC3850 DSP core has 
been independently assessed to enable 40 percent more process-
ing capability per MHz than the nearest DSP competition. A high-
performance internal RISC-based QUICC Engine™ subsystem
supports multiple networking protocols to guarantee reliable data 
transport over packet networks while signifi cantly offl oading
processing from the DSP cores. 

The MSC8256 embeds a substantial amount of internal memory to 
support a variety of advanced high-speed interface types, including
two Serial RapidIO® interfaces, two Gigabit Ethernet interfaces
for network communications, a PCI Express® interface, two DDR
controllers for high-speed, industry standard memory interface and 
four multichannel TDM interfaces.

The MSC8256 allows a high degree of scalability through pin
compatibility with all MSC825x and MSC815x DSP devices.

MSC8256 

 › Six StarCore DSP SC3850 core subsystems operating at up to
1 GHz/8000 MMACS per core and up to 48000 MMACS per device

 › Two master buses for data transfers from/to the system memory
at total throughput up to 50 Gbps

 › High-speed, high-bandwidth CLASS fabric arbitrates between the 
DSP cores and other CLASS masters to M2 memory, M3 memory, 
DDR controllers and the confi guration registers

 › Two DDR controllers with up to 400 MHz clock (800 MHz data)
rate and 32/64-bit DDR2/3 SDRAM data bus. Supports SODIMMs
and up to 2 GB per controller

 › 32-channel DMA controller

 › Dual RISC core QUICC Engine subsystem operating at up to 500 MHz 
provides parallel packet processing independent of the DSP cores

 › Supports: Two Gigabit Ethernet controllers supporting RGMII or 
SGMII SPI

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p46488
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DSP Chips & Cores: Evaluation Kits

For more information, visit: www.freescale.com/starcore

Freescale Semiconductor
6501 William Cannon Drive West • Austin, Texas 78735  USA
xxx-xxx-xxxx
www.freescale.com

The MSC8156 Application Development System (MSC8156ADS) is a 
complete debugging environment intended for engineers develop-
ing applications for the MSC8156, MSC8154, MSC8152, MSC8151, 
MSC8256, MSC8254, MSC8252 and MSC8251 Freescale Digital
Signal Processors (DSPs). The MSC815x and MSC825x family of
DSPs are highly integrated DSP processors that contain one, two, 
four or six StarCore SC3850 DSP subsystems ranging from 8 GMACS 
to 48 GMACS with each DSP core running up to 1 GHz. These devices 
target high-bandwidth, highly computational DSP applications such 
as 3GPP, TD-SCDMA, 3G-LTE and WiMAX base station applica-
tions as well as aerospace and defense, medical imaging, video, 
voice and test and measurement applications. The MSC8156ADS
is intended to serve as a platform for software and hardware 
development in processor environments using the MSC815X and 
MSC825x family of DSPs. On-board resources and the associated
debugger enable developers to perform a variety of tasks,
including:

• Download and run code

• Set breakpoints

• Display memory and registers

• Connect proprietary hardware via an expansion connector

The MSC8156ADS supports two working confi gurations:
• Stand-alone mode: The MSC8156ADS can run in a stand-alone 

mode like other application development systems, with direct 
connections to debuggers, power supply and other external
connections.

• AdvancedMC™ mode: The MSC8156ADS is inserted in a standard 
MicroTCA® backplane that allows testing of the high-speed 
Serial RapidIO® and PCI Express® ports against other platforms. 

 By using a proprietary B2B adaptor card, the AMC-X-Over, the 
DSP can work with a second DSP device on an additional ADS 
board. The AMC edge connector carries all high-speed inter-
face signals between the devices. The ADS is compatible with 
standard MicroTCA chassis, such as a Schroff® or TUNDRA® 
development platform.

MSC8156 Application Development System 

 › Supports the MSC815x and MSC825x DSPs at 1 GHz with core
voltages of 1V

 › The fi rst DDR controller (DDRC1) is confi gured in DDR2 mode:
200-pin SOCDIMM with ECC support, 64-bit @ 800 Mbps, 1 GB
of memory

 › The second DDR controller (DDRC2) is confi gured in DDR3 mode: 
204-pin SODIMM, 64-bit @ 800 Mbps, No ECC, 1 GB of memory

 › P1 and P3 connectors carry the DSP GPIO and TDM signals

 › The DSP confi guration and boot support includes reset confi gura-
tion source threebit set by appropriate DIP switches, parallel load 
of programmable reset confi guration word from FPGA registers 
sampled previously from DIPswitch array, serial confi guration
and boot from a large (64 KB) or small (1 KB) I2C EEPROM, boot
from serial 8 MB SPI fl ash, boot from communications ports
(from SerDes Serial RapidIO interface or from Ethernet SGMII
or RGMII ports)

 › Two available debug interfaces, including on-board USB
TAP controller (eUTAP) or OnCE 14-pin header for any external
TAP controller

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p46485
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DSP Chips & Cores: Evaluation Kits

For more information, visit: www.freescale.com/starcore

Freescale Semiconductor
6501 William Cannon Drive West • Austin, Texas 78735  USA
xxx-xxx-xxxx
www.freescale.com

The MSC8156 Evaluation Module (MSC8156EVM) is a cost-effective 
tool intended for engineers evaluating the MSC815x and MSC825x 
family of Freescale Digital Signal Processors (DSPs). The MSC815x 
and MSC825x family of DSPs are highly integrated DSP processors
that contain one, two, four or six StarCore SC3850 cores. The
family supports raw programmable DSP performance values ranging
from 8 GMACs to 48 GMACs, with each DSP core running at 1 GHz. 
These devices target high-bandwidth, highly computational DSP 
applications such as 3GPP, TD-SCDMA, 3G-LTE and WiMAX base 
station applications as well as aerospace and defense, medical 
imaging, video, voice and test and measurement applications. The 
MSC8156EVM is intended to serve as a platform for evaluating the 
capabilities of the MSC815X and MSC825x family of DSPs. On-board 
resources and the associated CodeWarrior tools enable a variety
of tasks, including:

• Download and run code

• Set breakpoints

• Display memory and registers

The MSC8156EVM supports two working confi gurations:

• Stand-alone mode: The MSC8156EVM can run in stand-alone 
mode with direct connections to a development system for 
debug, power supply and other external connections.

• PCI Express® mode: With the MSC8156EVM plugged into a
PCI Express connector as provided, for instance, on Freescale’s 
QorIQ enabled COM Single Board Computer (SBC) environment. 
The EVM allows testing of PCI Express and Serial RapidIO® 
interconnects and is designed to be compatible.

MSC8156 Evaluation Module 

 › Supports the MSC815x and MSC825x DSPs at 1 GHz

 › A single DDR controller (DDRC2) confi gured in DDR3 mode: 204-pin 
SODIMM, 64-bit @ 800 Mbps, no ECC, 1 GB of memory

 › The DSP RGMII (at ports GE1 and GE2) connects to a Marvell 
88E1121 dual GETH PHY for regular board confi guration

 › Two available debug interfaces, including on-board USB TAP
controller (eUTAP) or on-chip emulation 14-pin header for any 
external TAP controller

 › 100 MHz clock oscillator for the DSP clock in

 › Can function in two main supply confi gurations (confi gurable via 
switch S1)

 › Stand-alone mode with external 12V DC

 › PCI Express mode powered from edge connector

 › Push buttons: main power-on-reset (SW8), hard reset (SW7), IRQ0 
(SW5), NMI (SW6)

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p46487
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Push buttons: main power-on-reset (SW8), hard reset (SW7), IRQ0 

DSP Chips & Cores: Silicon IP

For more information, contact: m-jovanovic@hdl-dh.com

HDL Design House
Kraljice Marije 1/7 • Belgrade, 11000 Serbia
http://www.hdl-dh.com

HDL Design House Serial RapidIO soft IP core (HIP 3300) compli-
ant with RapidIO specifi cation version 2.1 is based on a generic, 
highly modular architecture from which a variety of solutions can be
easily created to effectively and effi ciently address customers’
specifi c requirements. The HIP 3300 Serial RapidIO IP core is a 
complete high-performance core that incorporates a logical layer,
a transport layer, and a physical layer according to the RapidIO 
specifi cation ver 2.1. HIP 3300 also supports I/O and message-
passing. The core provides the Serial RapidIO interface on one 
side and ARM’s AMBA 3 AXI on the other side of the core, allowing
fl exible and high-performance communication with host CPU.
Modular design of the IP core allows easy implementation of add-on 
third party bus interfaces and/or other standard bus interface.

HIP 3300 can be used with the analog SRIO 2.1 SerDes PHY IP core 
(HIPA 2100) developed by HDL Design House.

HDL Design House offers a number of foundry-independent soft IP 
cores available for embedded, networking, communications, and 
computing applications. The IP package consists of Verilog RTL 
code and detailed design documentation. HDL DH also offers a suite 
of design services for customization and integration of the IP cores 
into each customer’s ICs and FPGAs.

HDL DH also provides a variety of verifi cation solutions including
Serial RapidIO protocols. The Serial RapidIO verifi cation solution 
may be part of HIP 3300 soft IP core delivery, depending on customer 
requirements. 
 

Serial RapidIO IP core – HIP 3300

 › Conforms to the latest RapidIO interconnect specifi cation –
Rev.2.1.

 › Physical Coding Sub-layer (PCS)
 › AMBA 3 AXI ARM CPU host interface  
 › 8B/10B encoding and decoding support
 › Supports multiple high-speed lanes (1x,2x,4x,8x and 16x modes) 
 › Confi gurable modes of operation; 1.25 Gbaud/s, 2.5 Gbaud/s,
3.125 Gbaud/s, 5 Gbaud/s, 6.25 Gbaud/s transfer rates

 › Internal multi-channel DMA controller that fully exploits AXI
protocol features and thus supports highest available data
throughput and back-to-back packets transmission

 › Physical Medium Attachment (PMA)
 › Confi guration and Status Register File containing over
40 architectural registers providing total software control of the
IP core

 › Number of software maskable interrupt request signals
 › Full backward compatibility with RapidIO specifi cation
revision 1.3

 › Error management extensions
 › Clock and data recovery
 › Lane synchronization
 › CRC generation and checking
 › Packet/Control symbol assembly and deassembly
 › Scrambler/Descrambler
 › Provides road map to future RapidIO specifi cation revisions 

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p46470
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FPGA & CPLDs: High-Density FPGAs

For more information, contact: newsroom@altera.com

Altera Corporation
101 Innovation Drive • San Jose, CA 95134  USA
408-544-7000
www.altera.com

High-performance digital signal processing (DSP) applications 
increasingly need higher precision in the greater than 18-bit range. 
We are seeing this demand in a variety of applications, including:

• Radar systems that need to support higher resolution and 
multi-antenna architectures.

• Wireless basestation channel cards for multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) processing.

• Medical and test applications for very high-precision fi ltering 
and Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs).

To meet demands for higher precision signal processing, Altera has 
developed the industry's fi rst variable-precision DSP block. This 
integrated block, part of the Stratix V FPGA architecture, allows 
each block to be confi gured at compile time in an 18-bit mode or in 
a high-precision mode.

With the variable-precision DSP block, Altera’s Stratix V FPGA can 
support – on a block-by-block basis – various precisions ranging 
from 9-bit x 9-bit up to single-precision fl oating point (mantissa 
multiplication) within a single DSP block. This frees you from FPGA 
architecture restrictions, allowing you to use the optimum preci-
sion at each stage of the DSP datapath. 

You’ll also benefi t from increased system performance, reduced 
power consumption, and reduced architectural constraints.

Altera’s 28-nm Stratix V FPGAs with Variable-Precision
DSP Block Architecture

 › Stratix V FPGAs – Built for Bandwidth
• High-bandwidth I/O
• Up to 66 high-speed transceivers (1.6 Tbps)
• 12.5-Gbps backplane and 28-Gbps chip-to-chip
• Up to 7 x 72-bit 1,600 Mbps DDR3 interfaces

 › High-performance core
• Up to 1.1M logic elements
• Increased storage capacity to 53-Mbit RAM
• High-performance, variable-precision DSP with up to 3,680
 18 x 18 multipliers (1,840 GMACS)
• Application-targeted hard IP
• 350 MHz core performance

 › Power and cost
• 3rd Generation Programmable Power Technology
• 30% lower total power than previous generations
• 28-Gbps transceivers at 200 mW/channel
• HardCopy V ASIC provides risk-free path to ASIC

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p46469

Cascade Multiple Blocks

Each variable-precision block can be confi gured at compile 
time to implement:

• Dual 18-bit x 18-bit multipliers in the ‘sum’ or
‘independent’ modes

• A single 27-bit x 27-bit (or 18-bit x 36-bit) multiplier

• Pre-adder, systolic output adder, and internal
coeffi cient banks supported in both modes

All modes feature a 64-bit accumulator, and each variable-
precision DSP block comes with a 64-bit cascade bus that 
allows implementation of even higher precision signal pro-
cessing by cascading multiple blocks using a dedicated bus.

The variable-precision DSP architecture maintains backward 
compatibility, so it can effi ciently support existing 18-bit DSP 
applications, such as high-defi nition video processing, digital 
up/down conversion, and multi-rate fi ltering.

Figure 1. Variable-Precision DSP Block Architecture 18-Bit
 Precision Mode

Figure 2. Variable-Precision DSP Block Architecture
 High-Precision Mode
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FPGA & CPLDs: IP and Systems Cores

For more information, contact: sales@microtronix.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p46496

Microtronix
9-1510 Woodcock Street • London, ON N6H 5S1  Canada
888-690-0091
www.microtronix.com

The Microtronix Lancero Scatter-Gather DMA IP Core offers 
designers a complete hardware and software driver solution for 
PCI Express interfaces. The simple, easy to use PCIe Bridge IP Core 
provides developers with the ability to integrate custom FPGA logic 
with PCI Express and user applications without requiring detailed 
working knowledge of PCIe.

The Lancero Scatter-Gather DMA IP Core connects seamlessly to 
Altera PCIe Hard IP Cores, providing a high-speed bidirectional path 
over PCIe to your embedded processor system. The PCIe Bridge IP
Core fully supports Linux and Windows drivers and includes
reference designs saving you man-months of development.
 
TARGET APPLICATIONS
•  Medical imaging and print imaging
•  High-speed data acquisition and logging
•  NAS storage systems, solid state, and memory storage systems
•  Video capture, graphics overlays, digital signage

CPU

User

Lancero

Hardware

FPGA

Logic
Application

Linux
Application

SGDMA
Engines

SGDMA
Driver

PCIe
Host

PCIe
PCIe

Endpoint

Lancero SGDMA solution for PCIe FPGA applications

 › Low resource usage
 › High bandwidth data transfers up to 1,500 MB/s
 › 1, 4 and 8 lane PCI Express Gen1/Gen2 confi gurations
 › Zero-copy SGDMA to and from user  application buffers, simply 
allocated with malloc()

 › Low latency I/O completion, ideal for hard real-time applications
 › Multithreaded and asynchronous back-to-back I/O for high-
performance applications

 › Uses simple API functions: open, read and write functions 
 › Simple memory-mapped bus interface simplifi es hardware design 
 › Altera Stratix IV GX, Arria II GX and Cyclone IV GX
 › Intel x86, Intel Atom, Stellarton, PowerPC and ARM processors 

FEATURES

FPGAs and CPLDs: IP and System Cores

For more information, contact: sales@rfel.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p31164

RF Engines Ltd
Innovation Centre
St. Cross Business Park • Newport, Isle of Wight, UK
44 (0)1983 550330
www.rfel.com

RFEL provides high specifi cation signal processing solutions for 
FPGAs, as well as receiver and complete product solutions for the 
homeland security, defense, communications, and instrumentation 
markets. 

Cores available include a large range of FFTs, Polyphase DFTs,
Channelisers, FIR Filters, Rate Converters, Multichannel Down-
Converters and much more.

Demodulators
New for 2011 is a range of demodulator IP, including symbol timing 
recovery, fi ne frequency/phase estimation and correction and SNR 
estimation. The cores can be combined to support multiple demodu-
lation schemes simultaneously.

ChannelCore64
ChannelCore64 is a fully fl exible 64-channel Digital Down Conversion 
(DDC) core, which enables designers to replace up to 16 specialist
DDC ASIC devices with a single IP core for FPGA, signifi cantly

Demodulators and ChannelCore64

reducing board area, lowering power consumption, and 
increasing fl exibility. The approach represents a major cost 
saving over traditional methods, with savings becoming more 
signifi cant as the number of channels increases.

RFEL’s compact demodulator and channeliser solutions cost 
less, use less power and take up a fraction of the rack space 
of current products on the market – signifi cantly reducing 
board count in many applications.

RFEL – The Experts in Signal Processing for FPGA
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FPGA Hardware: Data Acquisition

For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401  USA
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

The Annapolis Micro Systems Dual Channel 4.0 GSps D/A I/O Card 
provides one or two 12-bit digital output streams at up to 4.0 GSps. 
The board has one or two Max 19693 for 4.0 GSps, Max 19692 for 
2.3 GSps, or Max 5859 for 1.5 GSps.

The Dual Channel DAC board has fi ve SMA front connectors: two 
single-ended DAC outputs, a high-precision trigger input with
Fs precision, and a universal single- or double-ended 50-ohm clock 
input. It has excellent gain fl atness in the fi rst 3 Nyquist Zones,
ultra-low skew and jitter saw-based clock distributions, and main 
board PCLK sourcing capability.

In concert with the WILDSTAR 4, 5 or 6 FPGA processing main 
boards, this mezzanine supplies user-confi gurable real-time
A to D conversion and digital output. Up to two A/D or D/A and
up to two serial I/O cards can reside on each WILDSTAR 4 or
WILDSTAR 5 VME/VXS or IBM Blade main board, or up to one A/D 
or D/A and up to one serial I/O card on each PCI-X or PCIe main 
board.

Our boards run on many different operating systems. We support our 
boards with a standardized set of drivers, APIs, and VHDL simulation 
models. VHDL source is provided for the interfaces to A/Ds, D/As, 
DRAM/SRAM, LAD bus, I/O bus, and PPC Flash. CoreFire™ users will 
have the usual CoreFire Board Support Package.

The combination of our COTS hardware and our CoreFire FPGA 
Application Development tool allows our customers to make mas-
sive improvements in processing speed, while achieving signifi cant 
savings in size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, and calendar 
time to deployment.

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based boards and processing for RADAR, SONAR, 
SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-Defi ned Radio, 
encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing, and 
other processing-intensive applications.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our 
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applica-
tions succeed. We offer training and exceptional special applica-
tion development support, as well as more conventional customer 
support.

Dual 4.0 GSps DAC

 › One or two 12-bit Analog to Digital Converters: Max 19693 for 
4.0 GSps, Max 19692 for 2.3 GSps, or Max 5859 for 1.5 GSps

 › Five SMA front panel connectors: two single-ended DAC outputs,
one high-precision trigger input with Fs precision

 › One universal single- or double-ended 50-ohm clock input

 › High-precision trigger input manufacturing options – 1.65 V LVPECL, 
2.5 V LVPECL, 3.3 V LVPECL

 › I/O card plugs onto WILDSTAR 4 or 5 VME/VXS/PCI-X/PCIe/
IBM Blade main boards

 › JTAG, ChipScope, and Serial Port access

 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 › VHDL model, including source code for board-level interfaces

 › Proactive thermal management system

 › Industrial temperature range

 › Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates,
and customer support

 › Designed and manufactured in the USA

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p36023
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FPGA Hardware: Data Acquisition

For more information, contact: sales@innovative-dsp.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p46508

Innovative Integration
2390 Ward Avenue • Simi Valley, CA  93065  USA

 www.innovative-dsp.com

Andale (pronounced on' duh lay) is a powerful data logging system 
that directly controls an NTFS disk subsystem to support gap-free 
storage or playback of analog or digital signals acquired using the 
Innovative X-series XMC modules. The included logging software 
moves data in real-time between the analog or digital I/O peripherals 
on any Innovative XMC module to/from dedicated SATA drives with 
minimal intervention from application software or Windows.

A multitude of analog/digital I/O interfaces are available through 
optional XMC modules. Up to four X5 (Virtex-5) or X6 (Virtex-6) or 
X3-series modules may be installed and operated simultaneously in 
the chassis.

Andale − Turnkey, High-Speed Data Acquisition Logger

 › Turnkey, High-Speed Data Acquisition + Storage 
 › Internal 2 or 8 TB Hard Disk Array 
 › Expandable storage via external JBOD 
 › 1000 MB/s sustained performance from analog or digital I/O module 
to standard NTFS disk fi les 

 › Supports all Innovative X3 and X5 I/O module features including 
triggering and timing features. Log anything from RF receivers to 
industrial control signals. 

 › Rugged ATX enclosure with integrated cooling 
 › Autonomous or network-controlled operation via named pipe

FEATURES

FPGA Hardware: Data Acquisition

For more information, contact: sales@innovative-dsp.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p46506

Innovative Integration
2390 Ward Avenue • Simi Valley, CA  93065  USA

 www.innovative-dsp.com

The eInstrument-PC is an ultimate performance, embedded Win-
dows/Linux PC. This user-customizable, turnkey embedded 
instrument supports a wide assortment of low-power and ultimate-
performance Virtex-5, Virtex-6 XMC modules. Add anything from RF 
receivers to industrial control modules! 

Rugged Enclosure − Autonomous operation, running standard 32- or
64-bit Linux or Windows. Concurrent processing and communi-
cation via PCI Express-over-cable or Gb Ethernet. Continuous data 
streaming up to 220 MB/s via 10m cabled-PCIe LAN, 1 Gb/s via
Ethernet WAN or 250 MB/s to dual 200 GB internal disks. Two SATA 
+ two eSATA ports, 6 USB, VGA, cabled PCIe port, dual XMC sites
(x8 and x4 lane).

Single-Supply, 7-26V DC-Only Operation − Perfect for automotive or 
aircraft data loggers or waveform generators.

eInstrument − Ultimate Performance Embedded Computer

 › Industry-standard COM Express CPU module w/ Dual XMC I/O sites 
 › Scalable CPU performance from Celeron to Penryn Core2 Duo Small 
form factor: 250 x170 mm 

 › Rugged, stand-alone operation 
 › Able to operate diskless and headless
 › Confi gurable I/O uses standard XMC I/O modules 
 › PCI Express I/O sites (VITA 42.3) deliver > 600 MB/s to CPU memory 
 › Integrated timing and triggering support for I/O includes optional 
GPS-disciplined clock 

FEATURES
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FPGA Hardware: Evaluation Kits/Prototyping Boards

For more information, contact: more_info@xilinx.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p42978

Xilinx, Inc.
2100 Logic Drive • San Jose, CA 95124-3400  USA
408-559-7778
www.xilinx.com/kits

The Spartan®-6 FPGA Connectivity Kit is a complete connectiv-
ity development and demonstration platform using the low-cost 
Spartan-6 device family. As part of the Xilinx® Connectivity Targeted
Design Platform, it provides the hardware, software, IP, and
reference designs needed to create high-speed serial and other 
connectivity applications right out of the box.

It integrates the critical connectivity components to accelerate 
development with common protocol standards such as PCIe® and 
Ethernet, implement low-cost protocol bridging, and provide more 
effi cient alternative to LVDS. 

The Connectivity kit is also a starting point for market-specifi c 
targeted design platforms, providing a scalable building block 
architecture with targeted reference designs and ecosystem of
FMC daughter card extensions.

Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGA Connectivity Development Kit

 › RoHS-compliant SP605 board with Spartan-6 LX45T FPGA device, 
universal power supply, and accessory cables

 › ISE Design Suite Logic Edition tailored for logic and connectivity 
designers (device locked Spartan-6 LX45T FPGA)

 › PCIe-DMA-DDR3-Gigabit Ethernet targeted reference design
 › Example designs including hard memory controller and iBERT 
 › Plug-in scalability with on-board FMC connector 
 › Downloadable documentation with schematics, Gerber fi les, board 
BOM, and detailed user guides

FEATURES

FPGA Hardware: Evaluation Kits/Prototyping Boards

For more information, contact: more_info@xilinx.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p42980

Xilinx, Inc.
2100 Logic Drive • San Jose, CA 95124-3400  USA
408-559-7778
www.xilinx.com/kits

The Spartan®-6 FPGA Embedded Kit simplifi es development of 
embedded processor systems on chip using the low-cost Spartan-6 
FPGA family. As part of the Xilinx® Embedded Targeted Design
Platform, it provides the hardware, software, IP, and reference 
designs needed to create embedded systems right out of the box. 

The Spartan-6 FPGA Embedded Kit is a highly scalable base
platform for developing low-cost embedded applications requiring
connectivity. 

It enables hardware and software programmers to develop software 
applications with the MicroBlaze™ soft processor and customize
the hardware processor system. System-level capabilities include 
high-speed serial transceivers, DDR3 memory control, fl exible
I/O options, parallel linear fl ash, Tri-mode Ethernet, and integrated 
PCIe® block.

Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGA Embedded Development Kit

 › RoHS-compliant SP605 board with Spartan-6 LX45T device,
universal power supply, and accessory cables 

 › ISE Design Suite Embedded Edition with Platform Studio tools, 
EDK and SDK (device locked Spartan-6 LX45T FPGA)

 › Customizable base processor reference design with MicroBlaze 
processor and Linux support

 › Multiple example designs including multi-boot confi guration
 › Ecosystem support for third-party software tools and RTOS
 › Plug-in scalability with on-board FMC connector 
 › Downloadable documentation with schematics, Gerber fi les, board 
BOM, and detailed user guides

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: more_info@xilinx.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p42977

Xilinx, Inc.
2100 Logic Drive • San Jose, CA 95124-3400  USA
408-559-7778
www.xilinx.com/kits

The Virtex®-6 FPGA Connectivity Kit is a comprehensive con-
nectivity development and demonstration platform using the 
high-performance Virtex-6 device family. As part of the Xilinx®

Connectivity Targeted Design Platform, it provides the hardware, 
software, IP, and reference designs needed to create high-speed 
serial and other connectivity applications right out of the box. 

It integrates the critical connectivity components to accelerate 
development of high-bandwidth and high-performance systems for 
wired telecommunications, wireless infrastructure, broadcast, and 
other market segments.

The Connectivity kit is also a starting point for market-specifi c 
targeted design platforms, providing a scalable building block 
architecture with targeted reference designs and ecosystem of
FMC daughter card extensions.

Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA Connectivity Kit 

 › RoHS-compliant ML605 base board with Virtex-6 LX240T device, 
universal power supply, and accessory cables

 › ISE Design Suite Logic Edition tailored for logic and connectivity 
designers (device-locked Virtex-6 LX240T FPGA)

 › PCIe-10GDMA-DDR3-XAUI targeted reference design
 › Example designs including SFI4.1, SFI5, PCIe® 2.0, and 1.1
 › Plug-in scalability with two on-board FMC connectors 
 › VITA 57-compliant FMC daughter card with CX4, SATA, and SMA 
interfaces

 › Downloadable documentation with schematics, Gerber fi les, board 
BOM, and detailed user guides

FEATURES

FPGA Hardware: Evaluation Kits/Prototyping Boards

For more information, contact: more_info@xilinx.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p42979

Xilinx, Inc.
2100 Logic Drive • San Jose, CA 95124-3400  USA
408-559-7778
www.xilinx.com/kits

The Virtex®-6 FPGA Embedded Kit simplifi es development of
embedded processor systems on chip using the high-performance 
Virtex-6 FPGA family. As part of the Xilinx® Embedded Targeted 
Design Platform, it provides the hardware, software, IP, and refer-
ence designs that are needed to create embedded systems right out 
of the box. 

The Virtex-6 FPGA Embedded Kit is a full-featured, highly scalable 
environment for developing embedded applications that demand 
high performance, serial connectivity, and advanced memory
interfacing. 

It enables hardware and software programmers to develop software 
applications with the MicroBlaze™ soft processor and customize 
the hardware processor system. System-level capabilities include 
high-speed serial transceivers, DDR3 memory control, and fl exible 
peripheral options such as PCIe® 2.0 and Gigabit Ethernet.

Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA Embedded Kit

 › RoHS-compliant ML605 board with Virtex-6 LX240T device, 
universal power supply, and accessory cables 

 › ISE Design Suite Embedded Edition with Platform Studio tools,
EDK, and SDK (device locked Virtex-6 LX240T FPGA)

 › Customizable base processor reference design with MicroBlaze 
processor and Linux support

 › Example designs including iBERT, system monitor, and DDR3 
 › Ecosystem support for third-party software tools and RTOS
 › Plug-in scalability with two on-board FMC connectors 
 › Downloadable documentation with schematics, Gerber fi les, board 
BOM, and detailed user guides

FEATURES
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FPGA Hardware: Low Power

For more information, contact: more_info@xilinx.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p42301

Xilinx, Inc.
2100 Logic Drive • San Jose, CA 95124-3400  USA
408-559-7778
www.xilinx.com/kits

The Xilinx Spartan®-6 FPGA family offers an optimal balance of cost, 
power, and performance for consumer, automotive, surveillance,
wireless, and cost/power-sensitive applications. A family built 
for connectivity and low power, Spartan-6 FPGAs provide the 
programmable foundation for Xilinx Targeted Design Platforms that 
accelerate innovation and improve differentiation of next-generation 
electronics products.
 
System developers can meet the demand for new features, while 
reducing system costs by up to half for lower-power “greener” 
products. A rich selection of built-in system-level blocks – including 
DSP slices, high-speed transceivers, and PCI Express® interface 
cores – enables greater system-level integration. Spartan-6 FPGAs 
bring 65 percent lower power than previous Spartan families with 
innovations in advanced power management technology and a 
lower-power 1.0 V core option. In addition, fast, flexible I/O deliver 
over 12 Gbps memory access bandwidth with 3.3 V compatibility
and RoHS-compliant Pb-free packaging. 

Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGAs for Low Power and High-Speed Connectivity 

 › Spartan-6 LX FPGAs optimized for absolute lowest cost with up to 
150K logic density, 4.8 Mb memory, integrated memory controllers, 
and easy-to-use, high-performance system IP including DSP blocks 

 › Spartan-6 LXT FPGAs optimized for lowest risk and lowest cost
serial connectivity solution with up to eight 3.125 Gbps GTP
transceivers and embedded PCI Express-compatible core 

 › Performance and flexibility to meet changing consumer require-
ments of automotive infotainment applications 

 › Cost-effective alternative to ASICs for rapid development and
delivery of flat panel displays within ever-shrinking product life 
cycles 

 › Ideal for video surveillance with standard- and high-definition
resolution image processing, video analytics, and multi-channel 
video encoding for fast, efficient transmission

FEATURES

FPGA Hardware: FPGA Accelerators

For more information, contact: contact@nallatech.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p45494

Nallatech
759 Flynn Road • Camarillo, CA 93012  USA
805-383-8997
www.nallatech.com

Nallatech designs and manufactures FPGA and memory solutions 
for high-performance computing applications and rugged embed-
ded computing platforms.

• The rugged Embedded VME/XMC (REVx) family for harsh
environment applications.

• The PCI Express compatible Embedded PCI family for
workstation and server applications.

• FPGA-based accelerated computing products, including
in-socket accelerators for Intel architecture-based solutions.

• Our Design Services Department can provide turnkey solutions 
development including FPGA programming, algorithm develop-
ment, and packaging miniaturization.

VME, XMC, PCI, and Custom Accelerated Computing Solutions

 › The advantages of deployable turnkey solutions, from COTS to 
custom, total systems design and development.

 › Nallatech’s comprehensive IP suite reduces the time needed to 
develop interfaces, freeing up resources to implement higher-value 
features.

 › Customer choice of engaging Nallatech Design Services on a
turn-key or co-development basis.

 › COTS-based memory and processor solutions can be optimized and 
miniaturized to fi t the most demanding applications. 

FEATURES
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FPGA Hardware: Low Power

For more information, contact: more_info@xilinx.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p42302

Xilinx, Inc.
2100 Logic Drive • San Jose, CA 95124-3400  USA
408-559-7778
www.xilinx.com/kits

Built for high-performance compute-intensive applications, Virtex®-6 
FPGAs provide the programmable foundation for Xilinx Targeted 
Design Platforms that accelerate innovation and improve product 
differentiation. At up to 50 percent lower power and 20 percent
lower cost than previous generations, Virtex-6 FPGAs deliver the 
right mix of flexibility, transceiver capabilities, development tool 
support, and hard Intellectual Property (IP) blocks for standards 
such as PCIe® to enable designers to meet the demands of markets 
with evolving standards and stringent performance requirements 
in pursuit of higher bandwidth. Designers can reduce component 
costs with EasyPath™ FPGAs for volume production.

DSP bandwidth exceeds 1,000 GMACS with over 2,000 DSP slices 
and optimized ratios of logic, block RAM, and distributed RAM. 
Augmented with over 450 Gbps of serial bandwidth, data is moved 
on and off chip quickly and efficiently. 

Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGAs for High-Bandwidth and Low-Power Systems

 › Virtex-6 LXT FPGAs for high-performance logic, DSP, and serial
connectivity with low-power GTX 6.5 Gbps serial transceivers 

 › Virtex-6 SXT FPGAs for ultra-high-performance DSP and serial
connectivity with low-power GTX 6.5 Gbps serial transceivers 

 › Virtex-6 HXT FPGAs for highest-speed serial connectivity with up to 
64 GTH serial transceivers supporting line rates beyond 11 Gbps 

 › Ideal development platform for 3GPP-LTE and advanced LTE base 
stations with higher densities, performance, and power amplifier
efficiencies of up to 40 percent 

 › Delivers higher overall throughput at lower latency for wired 
networks 

 › Meets current and evolving broadcast standards, while enabling 
differentiation through video quality

FEATURES

FPGA Hardware: Reconfi gurable

For more information, contact: solutions@acromag.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p46492

Acromag
30765 S. Wixom Road • Wixom, MI 48393  USA
877-295-7088
www.acromag.com/fpga

Acromag’s PMC and XMC confi gurable FPGA modules are available 
with a choice of Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGAs optimized for logic, DSP, or 
co-processor applications. The boards are enhanced with multiple 
high-speed memory buffers and a high-throughput PCIe or PCI-X 
interface. Generous DDR2 SDRAM buffers store captured data prior 
to FPGA processing. Afterward, data is moved to dual-port SRAM 
for high-speed DMA transfer to the bus or CPU. Field I/O interfaces 
to the FPGA via the rear J4/P4 connector and/or with optional front 
mezzanine extension I/O modules. Also, take advantage of the
conduction-cooled design or select an extended temperature
version. The result is a powerful and fl exible I/O processor
module that is capable of executing your custom instruction sets 
and algorithms. Typical uses include hardware simulation, commu-
nications, military servers, in-circuit diagnostics, signal intelligence, 
and image processing. Acromag’s Engineering Design Kit provides 
software utilities and example VHDL code to simplify your program 
development and get you running quickly.

XMC/PMC Virtex-5 FPGA Modules

 › PMC or XMC format with Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGA
 › Up to 155,000 logic gates, 640 DSP48E slices, or hard-core PowerPC
 › High-throughput PCIe (XMC) or PCI-X bus (PMC) interface
 › 64 I/O or 32 LVDS lines direct to FPGA via rear (J4)
 › Extension I/O modules available for front mezzanine to provide 
additional analog or digital I/O processing

 › Two banks of up to 1M x 32-bit dual-ported SRAM
 › Two banks of 32M x 16-bit DDR2 SDRAM
 › Supports dual DMA channel data transfer to CPU/bus
 › Up to -40 to +85 °C or conduction-cooled operation 

FEATURES
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FPGA Hardware: Processor Boards

For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401  USA
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems Inc.’s FPGA-based WILDSTAR family
provides 24 SFPDP channels per VME slot.

The Annapolis SFPDP cards (UNI3 or UNI6) come with an easy to 
use Serial FPDP interface supporting up to 12 lanes of 2.5 Gb full 
duplex data. Three frame types are supported: Normal Data Fiber 
Frame, Sync Without Data Fiber Frame, and Sync with Data Fiber 
Frame in Point-to-Point Mode.

The card has three individually confi gurable, industry-standard
4X connectors, providing four lanes per connector, with dedicated 
signal conditioners to ensure clean communication. It supports
up to 7.5 GB full duplex per I/O card and a wide variety of readily 
available copper and fi ber cables.

Up to two serial I/O cards and two LVDS I/O cards can reside on 
each WILDSTAR 4, 5 or 6 VME/VXS/VPX main board, with half that 
number for the PCI-X or PCIe. The SFPDP card (UNI6) supports
RocketIO protocol at up to 75 Gb full duplex per I/O card, three
ports of 10 G full duplex Infi niBand per I/O card, or 10 G full duplex 
Ethernet per I/O card.

No other FPGA board vendor can match the volume of data we can 
send straight into the heart of the processing elements and then 
straight back out again.

An FPGA-based high-performance processing engine thrives on 
data streaming in and out at high rates of speed. The FPGAs should 
be part of a balanced and unifi ed system architecture, providing 
maximum performance, with memory, processing power, and I/O 
speeds designed and integrated for performance, scalability, and 
growth. 

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.’s WILDSTAR 4 (Xilinx Virtex-4 based) 
and WILDSTAR 5 (Xilinx Virtex-5 based) families of FPGA-based 
processing boards also support an extensive set of extremely
high-quality A/D and D/A boards. 

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based boards and processing for RADAR, SONAR, 
SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-Defi ned Radio, 
encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing, and 
other processing-intensive applications.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our 
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applications 
succeed.

SFPDP UNI6 I/O

 › Three individually confi gurable 4X connectors – four lanes per 
connector

 › Up to four 2.5 Gb full duplex Serial FPDP ports per connector

 › Up to 25 Gb full duplex RocketIO per connector

 › Up to 10 Gb full duplex Infi niBand per connector

 › Up to 10 Gb full duplex Ethernet per connector

 › Optional onboard oscillators for other line rates like Fibre Channel

 › I/O card plugs onto WILDSTAR 4 or 5 VME/VXS/IBM Blade Chassis/
PCI-X/PCI Express main board

 › JTAG, ChipScope, and Serial Port access

 › Proactive thermal management system; available in both
commercial and industrial temperature grades

 › Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support

 › We offer training and exceptional special application development 
support, as well as more conventional customer support

 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 › VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p35968
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For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401  USA
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based boards and processing for RADAR, SONAR, 
SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-Defi ned Radio, 
encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing, and 
other processing-intensive applications.

Our 14th-generation Pluggable Virtex-6 Module for WILDSTAR 5 for 
IBM BladeCenter uses Xilinx’s newest Virtex-6 FPGAs for state-of-
the-art performance. This module plugs into the WILDSTAR 5 for 
IBM BladeCenter. Other potential modules available today include 
Virtex-5 and Tilera. We support our board products with a standard-
ized set of drivers, APIs, and VHDL simulation models.

Develop your application very quickly with our CoreFire™ FPGA 
Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA development pro-
cess, making it possible for theoreticians to easily build and test 
their algorithms on the real hardware that will be used in the fi eld. 
CoreFire, based on datafl ow, automatically generates distributed 
control fabric between cores.

Our extensive IP and board support libraries contain more than
1,000 cores, including fl oating point and the world’s fastest FFT. 
CoreFire uses a graphical user interface for design entry, supports 
hardware-in-the-loop debugging, and provides proven, reusable, 
high-performance IP modules. The Virtex-6 Pluggable Module 
provides extremely high overall throughput and processing perfor-
mance. The combination of our COTS hardware and CoreFire allows 
our customers to make massive improvements in processing speed, 
while achieving signifi cant savings in size, weight, power, person-
hours, dollars, and calendar time to deployment.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our 
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applica-
tions succeed. We offer training and exceptional special application 
development support, as well as more conventional support.

WILDSTAR 6 – Pluggable Virtex-6 Module for IBM Blade

 › One Virtex-6 FPGA processing element – XC6LX240T, XC6LX365T, 
XC6LX550T, XC6SX315, or XC6SX475

 › Up to 3GB DDR2 or DDR3 DRAM or up to 192MB DDRII+ or QDRII 
SRAM in up to 6 Banks

 › Plugs into any of 6 pluggable processing module slots on WILDSTAR 5 
for IBM BladeCenter

 › Up to 16 RocketIO lanes to crossbar
 › 4 lanes connect to PCIe switch on WILDSTAR 5 Blade Board
 › LVDS systolic ring connecting all I/O FPGAs and computing FPGAs
 › RocketIO systolic ring connecting pluggable positions 0-2 and 3-5
 › Programmable Flash to store FPGA images on WILDSTAR 5 Blade 
Board, which acts as host

 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 › VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces and 
ChipScope access

 › Host software: Windows, Linux, VxWorks, etc.
 › Available in both commercial and industrial temperature grades
 › Proactive thermal management system – board-level current 
measurement and FPGA temperature monitor, accessible through 
Host API

 › Save time and effort and reduce risk with COTS boards and 
software

 › Achieve world-class performance – WILD solutions outperform the 
competition

 › Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support; training available

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p45438
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For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401  USA
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based processing for radar, sonar, SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, 
FFTs, communications, Software-Defi ned Radio, encryption, image 
processing, prototyping, text processing, and other processing-
intensive applications. Our fourteenth generation WILDSTAR 6 
for AMC uses Xilinx’s newest Virtex-6 FPGAs for state-of-the-art 
performance. It accepts one FMC I/O Card. Our boards work on a 
number of operating systems, including Windows, Linux, Solaris, 
IRIX, ALTIX, and VxWorks. We support our board products with a 
standardized set of drivers, APIs, and VHDL simulation models.

Develop your application very quickly with our CoreFire™ FPGA 
Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA development pro-
cess, making it possible for theoreticians to easily build and test 
their algorithms on the real hardware that will be used in the fi eld. 
CoreFire, based on datafl ow, automatically generates distributed 
control fabric between cores.

Our extensive IP and board support libraries contain more than
1000 cores, including fl oating point and the world’s fastest FFT. 
CoreFire uses a graphical user interface for design entry, supports
hardware-in-the-loop debugging, also provides proven, reus-
able, high-performance IP modules. WILDSTAR 6 for AMC, with its
associated I/O Cards, provides extremely high overall through-
put and processing performance. The combination of our COTS
hardware and CoreFire allows our customers to make massive 
improvements in processing speed, while achieving signifi cant
savings in size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, and calendar 
time to deployment.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our 
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applications
succeed. We offer training and exceptional special application 
development support, as well as more conventional support.

Save time and effort and reduce risk with our COTS boards and
software. Achieve world-class performance – WILD solutions
outperform the competition.

WILDSTAR 6  for AMCs

 › One Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA I/O Processing Elements – LX240T, LX365T, 
LX550T, SX315T or SX475T

 › On board Host Freescale P1020 or P2020 PowerPC

 › Up to 2.5 GBytes DDR2 DRAM in 5 memory banks or 

 › Up to 80 MB DDRII or QDRII DRAM in 5 memory banks

 › Programmable FLASH to store FPGA image

 › 4X PCI Express Bus Gen 2 between PPC and FPGA

 › Supports VITA 57 FMC I/O Cards

 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 › VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces and 
ChipScope access

 › Available in both commercial and industrial temperature grades

 › Proactive Thermal Management System – current, voltage, and 
temperature monitoring sensors via Host API

 › Includes one year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support. Training available.

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p46785
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For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401  USA
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based processing for radar, sonar, SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, 
FFTs, communications, Software-Defi ned Radio, encryption, image 
processing, prototyping, text processing, and other processing-
iintensive applications. Our fi fteenth generation WILDSTAR 6 for 
PCI Express uses Xilinx’s newest Virtex-6 FPGAs for state-of-the-art 
performance. It accepts one or two I/O mezzanine cards, including 
Single 1.5 GHz 8 Bit ADC, Quad 250 MHz 12 Bit ADC, Single 2.5 GHz 
8 Bit ADC, Quad 130 MHz 16 Bit ADC, Dual 2.3/1.5 GSps 12 Bit DAC, 
Quad 600 MSps 16 Bit DAC, Universal 3Gbit Serial I/O (Rocket I/O, 
10 Gb Ethernet, Infi niBand), and Tri XFP (OS 192, 10G Fiber Channel, 
10 Gb Ethernet). Our boards work on a number of operating systems, 
including Windows, Linux, Solaris, IRIX, ALTIX, and VxWorks. We 
support our board products with a standardized set of drivers, APIs, 
and VHDL simulation models.

Develop your application very quickly with our CoreFire™ FPGA 
Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA development
process, making it possible for theoreticians to easily build and test 
their algorithms on the real hardware that will be used in the fi eld. 
CoreFire, based on datafl ow, automatically generates distributed 
control fabric between cores.

Our extensive IP and board support libraries contain more than
1000 cores, including fl oating point and the world’s fastest FFT.
CoreFire uses a graphical user interface for design entry, supports
hardware-in-the-loop debugging, and also provides proven,
reusable, high-performance IP modules. WILDSTAR 6 for PCI Express,
with its associated I/O Cards, provides extremely high overall 
throughput and processing performance. The combination of our 
COTS hardware and CoreFire allows our customers to make massive
improvements in processing speed, while achieving signifi cant
savings in size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, and calendar 
time to deployment.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our 
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applica-
tions succeed. We offer training and exceptional special application 
development support, as well as more conventional support.

Save time and effort and reduce risk with COTS boards and 
software. Achieve world-class performance – WILD solutions
outperform the competition.

WILDSTAR 6 PCIe

 › Up to three Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA I/O processing elements – LX240T, 
LX365T, LX550T, SX315T, or SX475T

 › Up to 8 GBytes DDR2 DRAM or DDR3 DRAM in 14 memory banks per 
WILDSTAR 6 for PCI Express board or 

 › Up to 480 MBytes DDRII+/QDRII DRAM in 15 memory banks

 › Programmable FLASH for each FPGA to store FPGA images

 › 8X PCI Express Bus Gen 1 or Gen 2

 › Supports PCI Express standard external power connector

 › High-speed DMA Multi-Channel PCI controller

 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 › VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces and 
ChipScope access

 › Available in both commercial and industrial temperature grades

 › Proactive Thermal Management System – Board Level current 
measurement and FPGA temperature monitor, accessible through 
Host API

 › Includes one year hardware warranty, software updates, and
customer support. Training available.

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p46784
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FPGA Hardware: Processor Boards

For more information, contact: sales@cwcembedded.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p46494

Curtiss-Wright Controls Embedded Computing
20130 Lakeview Center Plaza, Suite 200 • Ashburn, VA 20147  USA
703-779-7800
www.cwcembedded.com

CHAMP-FX3 6U OpenVPX™ Module

 › 6U OpenVPX™ (VITA 65) profi le SLT6-PAY-4FIQ2U2T-10.2.1,
VPX REDI (VITA 48 option)

 › Dual user-programmable Xilinx® Virtex®-6 FPGAs (SX475T or LX550T)
 › Freescale™ Power Architecture™ MPC8640D processor
 › Two Mezzanine sites with support for FMC (VITA 57), or one FMC 
and one XMC site (VITA 42)

 › Onboard SRIO 1.3 switch
 › Thermal sensors for monitoring board temperatures
 › Sensors for monitoring board power consumption
 › Support for ChipScope™ Pro and JTAG processor debug interfaces

FEATURES

The CHAMP-FX3 is the most recent addition to the Curtiss-Wright 
Controls Embedded Computing family of user-programmable
FPGA-based computing products, designed to meet the needs of 
challenging embedded high-performance digital signal and image 
processing applications. The CHAMP-FX3 combines the dense
processing resources of two large Xilinx® Virtex®-6 FPGAs 
with a powerful AltiVec™-enabled dual-core Freescale™ Power
Architecture™ MPC8640D processor, on a rugged 6U OpenVPX™-
compatible (VITA 65) form factor module. The CHAMP-FX3 comple-
ments this processing capability with a rich assortment of rear-panel 
I/O and memories, including a Serial RapidIO® (SRIO)-based
switching fabric, multiple high-speed serial links, and 20 pairs of 
LVDS links to the backplane that can be used to support Camera 
Link or other high-speed parallel interface. There are also two
FMC sites or one FMC (VITA 57) site combined with a PCI Express® 
(PCIe) (VITA 42.3) or SRIO (VITA 42.2) XMC site. The FMC sites have 
been enhanced to support the next generation of FMC cards with
80 pairs of differential signals.

FPGA Hardware: Processor Boards

For more information, contact: sales@cwcembedded.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p46493

Curtiss-Wright Controls Embedded Computing
 20130 Lakeview Center Plaza, Suite 200 • Ashburn, VA 20147  USA
703-779-7800
www.cwcembedded.com

The FPE320 is a 3U VPX FPGA processor board that incorporates the 
largest Xilinx® Virtex®-5 FPGAs available with an FPGA Mezzanine
Card (FMC) site. Providing many resources in a small, rugged form 
factor, the FPE320 is the ideal FPGA platform for 3U systems that 
need to acquire analog and other high-speed I/O, or that need a 
large FPGA processor.

At the heart of the FPE320’s processing is a Xilinx Virtex-5 FF1738 
package FPGA, the largest FPGA in the Virtex-5 family. FPGAs
provide parallel processing capabilities that can be used to reduce 
processor count and system size. Operations such as FFTs, FIR
fi lters and other fi xed-point and/or repetitive processing tasks 
are highly suited for placement inside FPGAs. A large FPGA node 
allows processing tasks to tackle input from the FMC mezza-
nine site or backplane I/O, or can simply function as an adjunct
compute resource to the general purpose system processor.
Applications include SIGINT, ECM, UAV sensor acquisition, semi-
conductor inspection and seismic imaging.

FPE-320 3U VPX Processor Board

 › Supports Xilinx Virtex-5 SX240T and LX330T FPGAs
 › FMC (VITA 57) mezzanine site for I/O
 › DDR2 SDRAM and QDRII SRAM memory resources
 › Four x4 high-speed serial interconnects to the backplane or PCIe, 
Aurora or SRIO

 › Additional low-speed I/Os to the backplane
 › FusionXF Development Kit for HDL development
 › 3U VPX with .8" pitch
 › Air- and conduction-cooled options

FEATURES
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FPGA Hardware: Processor Boards

For more information, contact: sales@innovative-dsp.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p46507

Innovative Integration
2390 Ward Avenue • Simi Valley, CA  93065  USA

 www.innovative-dsp.com

The X6-400M integrates high speed digitizing and signal generation 
with signal processing on a PMC/XMC I/O module with a powerful 
Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA signal processing core, and high performance 
PCI Express/PCI host interface.

The X6-400M features two 14-bit 400 MSPS A/Ds, either AC or
DC-coupled, plus two 500 MSPS update rate DACs. The DAC can 
be used a single 1 GHz output channel. Receiver IF frequencies 
of up to 250 MHz are supported. The sample clock is from either a
low-jitter PLL or external input. Multiple cards can be synchronized 
for sampling.

A Xilinx Virtex-6 SX315T (LX240T and SX475T options) with 4 banks 
of 1GB DRAM provides a very high performance DSP core with 
over 2000 MACs (SX315T). The close integration of the analog I/O, 
memory and host interface with the FPGA enables real-time signal 
processing at extremely high rates.

X6-400M PMC/XMC Module 

 › Two 400 MSPS, 14-bit A/D channels
 › Two 500 MSPS, 16-bit D/A channels
 › Xilinx Virtex-6 SX315T/SX475T or LX240T
 › 4 Banks of 1GB DRAM (4 GB total)
 › Ultra-low jitter programmable clock
 › Gen2 x8 PCI Express providing 2 GB/s sustained transfer rates
 › PMC/XMC Module (75x150 mm)
 › 18-25W typical Conduction Cooling per VITA 20
 › Environmental Levels for -40 °C to +85 °C operation, 9g RMS sine, 
0.1g2/Hz random vibration

 › Adapters for VPX, CompactPCI, desktop PCI and cabled
PCI Express systems

FEATURES

FPGA Hardware: Processor Boards

For more information, contact: sales@innovative-dsp.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p46509

Innovative Integration
2390 Ward Avenue • Simi Valley, CA  93065  USA

 www.innovative-dsp.com

The X6-RX is a fl exible receiver that integrates IF digitizing with
signal processing on a PMC I/O module. The module provides up to
24 confi gurable receiver channels with a powerful Xilinx Virtex-6 
FPGA signal processing core, and high performance PCI Express/PCI
host interface. With the X6-RX, IF recorders can log both the
digitized raw data and channels real-time sustaining rates over
2 GB/s.
 
The X6-RX features four, 16-bit 160 MSPS A/Ds with dual digital
downconverters (DDC). IF frequencies of up to 300 MHz are
supported. The sample clock is from either a low-jitter PLL or
external input. Multiple cards can be synchronized for sampling 
and downconversion.
 
A Xilinx Virtex-6 SX315T (LX240T at initial release) with 4 banks of 
128MB DRAM provide a very high performance DSP core with over 
2000 MACs (SX315T). Download data sheets & pricing now!

X6-RX PCIe XMC Module

 › Four 160 MSPS, 16-bit A/D channels
 › Down-Converter ASIC supporting up to 24 Narrowband or
8 Wideband channels 

 › +/-1V, AC-Coupled, 50 ohm, SMA inputs 
 › Xilinx Virtex-6 SX315T/SX475T or LX240T 
 › 4 Banks of 128 MB DRAM 
 › Ultra-low jitter programmable clock 
 › x8 PCI Express Gen2, providing 2 GB/s sustained transfer rates 
 › PCI 32-bit, 66 MHz with P4 to Host card 
 › Ruggedization levels for Wide Temp. operation 
 › Conduction Cooling per VITA 20
 › Adapters for VPX, CompactPCI, desktop PCI & cabled PCIe system

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: keno@actel.com

Actel Corporation
2061 Stierlin Court • Mountain View, CA 94043  USA
650-318-4200
www.actel.com

RTAX-DSP space-fl ight FPGAs add embedded radiation-tolerant 
multiply-accumulate blocks to the tried-and-trusted industry-
standard RTAX-S product family. The result is a dramatic increase 
in device performance and utilization when implementing arithme-
tic functions, such as those encountered in DSP algorithms, without 
sacrifi cing reliability or radiation tolerance. RTAX-DSP integrates 
complex DSP functions into a single device without any external 
components for code storage and without multiple-chip implemen-
tations for radiation mitigation. This gives RTAX-DSP a signifi cant 
advantage in power consumption and heat dissipation relative to 
SRAM-based FPGAs.
 
RTAX-DSP offers high performance at densities of up to 4 million
equivalent system gates and 840 user I/Os for space-based
applications. Embedded radiation-tolerant DSP mathblocks feature
18-bit x 18-bit multiply-accumulate blocks, enabling effi cient imple-
mentation of DSP building blocks such as Finite Impulse Response 
(FIR) and Infi nite Impulse Response (IIR) digital fi lters, Fast Fourier 
Transforms (FFT) and Inverse Fourier Transforms (IFT), Discrete 
Cosine Transforms (DCT), and Reed Solomon Encoding Algorithms.
The RTAX-DSP family features up to 120 mathblocks, each capable 
of operating at 125 MHz over the full military temperature range 
(-55 °C to 125 °C), for a total throughput of 15 billion multiply-
accumulates per second (15 GMACS).
 
The RTAX-DSP family features SEU-hardened fl ip-fl ops for protec-
tion against the effects of heavy ion radiation in space. Up to 840 I/Os
are available, accessed using Ceramic Quad Flat Pack, Land Grid 
Array, or Ceramic Column Grid Array packages.
 
Reliability and Radiation Effects
RTAX-DSP devices are manufactured using the same 0.15 µm CMOS 
process as the RTAX-S and RTAX-SL FPGAs. The programming
technology is identical. Consequently, RTAX-DSP devices will have 
the same radiation and reliability characteristics as the space-fl ight 
proven RTAX-S/SL devices.

The DSP mathblock includes mitigation for both single-event
transients in the combinatorial circuits and single-event upsets
in the sequential circuits. In addition, RTAX-DSP uses the same 
radiation mitigation techniques as RTAX-S, with SEU-hardened
registers and single-event mitigation in the clock and power-on 
reset circuits.
 

Actel RTAX-DSP FPGAs

 › Highly reliable, nonvolatile antifuse technology
 › 250,000 to 500,000 ASIC gates (2 to 4 million system gates)
 › Up to 120 DSP mathblocks with 125 MHz 18-bit x 18-bit
multiply-accumulate

 › Up to 540 kbits of embedded memory with optional EDAC
protection

 › Up to 840 user-programmable I/Os
 › Total dose: 300 krad (functional) and 200 krad (parametric)
 › SEU less than 1E-10 errors per bit-day (worst-case GEO)
 › SEL immune to LETTH in excess of 117 MeV-cm2/mg
 › SEU immune to LETTH > 37 MeV-cm2/mg
 › Advanced CCGA and LGA packaging for space applications
 › No radiation-induced confi guration changes
 › Screening: E-Flow (Actel Extended Flow), B-Flow (Mil-STD-883B), 
and EV-Flow (Class V Flow processing as per MIL-PRF-38535)

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p46468
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I/O Hardware: Audio: General

For more information, contact: contact@softdb.com

Soft dB Inc.
1040 Av. Belvédère, Suite 215 • Quebec, P.Q. G1S 3G3  Canada
866.686.0993 Toll Free • 418.686.0993 Telephone
www.softdb.com

Signal Ranger Mk3 is a DSP board featuring a TMS320C6424 DSP 
running at 590 MHz and a XC3S400 FPGA (Signal Ranger Mk3 Pro. 
version only). This DSP board provides 6 analog I/Os (96 kHz/24-bit). 
It has been designed for pro-audio and high-performance control 
applications. Communication interfaces include a high-bandwidth 
USB 2 interface as well as an Ethernet communication interface 
that allows the remote control of the DSP board over the web (an
IP Stack DSP fi rmware is included).

The centerpiece of the Signal Ranger Mk3 architecture is its DDCI 
interface. DDCI (Development to Deployment Code Instrumentation) 
allows a controlling application running on a PC to communicate 
with, and control, an embedded device based on the Signal Ranger 
Mk3 platform. One defi ning characteristic of the DDCI interface is 
that it allows the symbolic debugging of the DSP code transparently, 
in real-time, and using the same communication channel (Ethernet 
and/or USB) as regular PC-to-DSP communications. This technique 
greatly accelerates the development speed and the reliability of the 
code developed.

Many expansion boards are available to provide other analog I/Os 
confi gurations and conditioning for ICP sensors. See the Soft dB 
web site (http://www.softdb.com/dsp-home.php) for more informa-
tion about these expansion boards.

Software Development Tools

• USB driver for Win XP, Win Vista and Win 7 (32-bits [x86] or 
64-bits [x64] platforms) 

• Full-Featured Symbolic Debugger: 
 The debugger includes features such as real-time graphical 

data plotting, symbolic read/write access to variables, dynamic 
execution, Flash programming, etc. 

• LabView Interface: 
 An extended library of LabView VIs that includes VIs to down-

load DSP code (COFF loader), launch DSP functions, and read/
write DSP memory while the DSP code is executing. This library 
allows a fast and easy way to build a dedicated PC interface 
with our DSP board. 

• C/C++ Interface: 
 This DLL allows the development of PC code written in C/C++

to interface with the DSP board. 
• Code Examples and Peripheral Drivers: 
 Many application examples are provided with source code. 

All necessary DSP/FPGA drivers for the board peripherals are 
provided: Flash ROM, analog I/Os, Ethernet controller, etc.

Signal Ranger Mk3 Standard and Pro. Version

 › • Compact, high-performance and low-cost product ideal for OEM
• PC and stand-alone boot modes
• USB and Ethernet connectivity with IP stack software included
• Many available add-on boards
• Extended open source libraries of LabView VIs & C++ DLL

 › Technical Specs
• 590 MHz TMS320C6424 DSP
• XC3S400 FPGA 63 user-confi gurable I/Os (Signal Ranger Mk3 Pro.
 version only)
• Dedicated certifi ed USB 2.0 interface for fast data transfer
 (35 Mb/s)
• 208 Kbytes on-chip RAM, 128 MB DDR2 memory and 32 MB
 Flash ROM
• Ethernet controller with software IP Stack
• 32 to 96 GPIOs
• 6 x 24-bit analog I/Os (Signal Ranger Mk3 standard version only

 › Availability
• Now

 › Application Areas
• Audio
• Vibro-acoustic
• High-Speed Control
• DSP-based Instrumentation

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p46483
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For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401  USA  
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

The Annapolis Single Channel 2.0 GSps A/D I/O Card provides one 
2.0 GHz A/D input with a resolution of 10 bits. The board has one
e2v AT84AS004 that is fed by an onboard analog input circuit, which 
converts the single-ended 50-ohm SMA input into differential
signals for the ADC. There is a universal single-ended 50-ohm
SMA clock input and a high-precision trigger input allowing mul-
tiple A/D I/O cards to be synchronized together. Synchronization of
A/D I/O cards can be facilitated by the Annapolis 4 or 8 Channel 
Clock Distribution Boards.

In concert with the WILDSTAR 4, 5 or 6 FPGA processing main 
boards, this mezzanine supplies user-confi gurable real-time con-
tinuous sustained processing of the full data stream. Up to two A/D 
and up to two serial I/O cards can reside on each WILDSTAR 4 or 
WILDSTAR 5 VME/VXS or IBM Blade main board or up to oneA/D 
and up to one serial I/O card on each PCI-X or PCIe main board. 

Our boards run on many different operating systems. We support our 
boards with a standardized set of drivers, APIs, and VHDL simulation 
models. VHDL source is provided for the interfaces to A/Ds, D/As, 
DRAM/SRAM, LAD bus, I/O bus, and PPC Flash. CoreFire™ users will 
have the usual CoreFire Board Support Package.

The combination of our COTS hardware and our CoreFire FPGA 
Application Development tool allows our customers to make mas-
sive improvements in processing speed, while achieving signifi cant 
savings in size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, and calendar 
time to deployment.

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based boards and processing for RADAR, SONAR, 
SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-Defi ned Radio, 
encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing, and 
other processing-intensive applications.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our 
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applications 
succeed.

2.0 GSps 10-bit A/D

 › One e2v AT84AS004 (2.0 GHz, 10-bit) A/D
 › Four SMA front panel connectors: one 50-ohm analog input, one 
single-ended 50-ohm clock input, or differential 1.65 V LVPECL
clock input

 › One high-precision trigger input with Fs precision; high-precision 
trigger input – 1.65 V LVPECL, 2.5 V LVPECL, 3.3 V LVPECL

 › Analog input bandwidth is 100 KHz-3.0 GHz
 › I/O card plugs onto WILDSTAR 4 or 5 VME/VXS/PCI-X/PCIe/
IBM Blade main boards

 › JTAG, ChipScope, and Serial Port access
 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 › VHDL model, including source code for board-level interfaces
 › Proactive thermal management system
 › Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support

 › We offer training and exceptional special application development 
support, as well as more conventional customer support

 › Designed and manufactured in the USA

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p36021
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I/O Hardware: Data Acquisition

For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401  USA  
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

Perfect Blend of Processors and FPGAs. Eleventh Annapolis 
Generation.

Direct Seamless Connections – No data reduction between: external
sensors and FPGAs, FPGAs and processors over Infi niBand or
10 Gb Ethernet backplane, FPGAs and standard output modules.

Ultimate Modularity – From zero to six Virtex-5 FPGA, 
Virtex-6 FPGA or Tilera 64Pro Multicore Processor modules 
and two Virtex-5 I/O FPGAs. Accepts one or two standard 
Annapolis WILDSTAR 4/5 I/O mezzanines: Quad 130 MSps
through Quad 500 MSps A/D, 1.5 GSps through 2.2 GSps A/D,
Quad 600 MSps DAC, Infi niBand, 10 Gb Ethernet, SFPDP.

Fully Integrated into the IBM Blade Management System – 
Abundant power and cooling for maximum performance.
 
Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based boards and processing for RADAR, SONAR, 
SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-Defi ned 
Radio, encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing,
and other processing-intensive applications. We support our 
board products with a standardized set of drivers, APIs, and VHDL
simulation models.

Develop your application very quickly with our CoreFire™ FPGA 
Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA development
process, making it possible for theoreticians to easily build and test 
their algorithms on the real hardware that will be used in the fi eld. 
CoreFire, based on datafl ow, automatically generates distributed 
control fabric between cores. Our extensive IP and board support 
libraries contain more than 1,000 cores, including fl oating point and 
the world’s fastest FFT. A graphical user interface for design entry 
supports hardware-in-the-loop debugging and provides proven, 
reusable, high-performance IP modules.

WILDSTAR 5 for IBM Blade, with its associated I/O cards, provides 
extremely high overall throughput and processing performance. 
The combination of our COTS hardware and CoreFire allows our
customers to make massive improvements in processing speed, 
while achieving signifi cant savings in size, weight, power, person-
hours, dollars, and calendar time to deployment.

Achieve world-class performance; WILDSTAR solutions outperform 
the competition.

WILDSTAR 5 for IBM Blade

 › Two Virtex-5 FPGA processing elements plus up to six pluggable 
modules with power, memory and Virtex-5 FPGA, Virtex-6 FPGA or 
Tilera 64Pro Multicore Processors

 › Up to 10.7 GB DDR2 DRAM per WILDSTAR 5 for IBM Blade Board

 › 144 x 144 crossbar; 3.2 Gb per line; two external PPC 440s –
1 per each I/O FPGA

 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 › VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces and 
ChipScope access

 › Available in both commercial and industrial temperature grades

 › Proactive thermal management system – board-level current 
measurement and FPGA temperature monitor, accessible through 
Host API

 › Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support

 › Blade management controller; USB, RS-485, Ethernet, KVM, 16 RIO, 
switch to 1 GbE over backplane

 › Save time and effort; reduce risk with COTS boards and software

 › We offer training and exceptional special application development 
support, as well as more conventional support

 › Famous for the high quality of our products and our unparalleled 
dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applications succeed

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p35882
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For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401  USA
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based boards and processing for RADAR, SONAR, 
SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-Defi ned Radio, 
encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing, and 
other processing-intensive applications.

Our 14th-generation WILDSTAR 6 for OpenVPX uses Xilinx’s
newest Virtex-6 FPGAs for state-of-the-art performance. It accepts 
one or two I/O mezzanine cards in one VPX slot or up to 4 in a double 
wide VPX slot, including Single 1.5 GHz 8-bit ADC, Quad 250 MHz 
12-bit ADC, Single 2.5 GHz 8-bit ADC, Quad 130 MHz 16-bit ADC,
Dual 2.3/1.5 GSps 12-bit DAC, Quad 600 MSps 16-bit DAC, Universal 
3Gbit Serial I/O (RocketIO, 10 Gb Ethernet, Infi niBand), and Tri XFP 
(OS 192, 10G Fibre Channel, 10 Gb Ethernet). Our boards work on a 
number of operating systems, including Windows, Linux, Solaris, 
IRIX, ALTIX, and VxWorks. We support our board products with a 
standardized set of drivers, APIs, and VHDL simulation models.

Develop your application very quickly with our CoreFire™ FPGA 
Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA development
process, making it possible for theoreticians to easily build and test 
their algorithms on the real hardware that will be used in the fi eld. 
CoreFire, based on datafl ow, automatically generates distributed 
control fabric between cores.

Our extensive IP and board support libraries contain more than
1,000 cores, including fl oating point and the world’s fastest FFT. 
CoreFire uses a graphical user interface for design entry, supports 
hardware-in-the-loop debugging, and provides proven, reusable, 
high-performance IP modules. WILDSTAR 6 for OpenVPX, with its 
associated I/O Cards, provides extremely high overall throughput 
and processing performance. The combination of our COTS hard-
ware and CoreFire allows our customers to make massive improve-
ments in processing speed, while achieving signifi cant savings in 
size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, and calendar time to 
deployment.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our 
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applica-
tions succeed. We offer training and exceptional special application 
development support, as well as more conventional support.

WILDSTAR 6 for OpenVPX

 › Up to three Virtex-6 FPGA processing elements – XC6LX240T, 
XC6LX365T, XC6LX550T, XC6SX315, or XC6SX475

 › Up to 7 GB DDR2 or DDR3 DRAM or up to 448 MB DDRII+ or QDRII 
SRAM in up to 14 banks

 › OpenVPX backplane
 › 80 x 80 crossbar connecting FPGAs and VPX backplane
 › 1 GHz 460EX PowerPC onboard host
 › 4X PCIe controller
 › Programmable Flash to store FPGA images and for PCI controller
 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 › VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces and 
ChipScope access

 › Host software: Windows, Linux, VxWorks, etc.
 › Available in both commercial and industrial temperature grades
 › Proactive thermal management system – board-level current 
measurement and FPGA temperature monitor, accessible through 
Host API

 › Save time and effort and reduce risk with COTS boards and 
software

 › Achieve world-class performance – WILD solutions outperform
the competition

 › Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support; training available 

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p45439
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I/O Hardware: Data Acquisition

For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401 USA
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

The Annapolis Quad Channel 250/400/500 MSps A/D I/O Card pro-
vides 4 A/D inputs with converter speeds of up to 250, 400, or 500 MHz 
and resolutions of 13, 14, or 12 bits, respectively. The board has four 
A/D converters from TI (ADS5444, ADS5474, or ADS5463) fed by 
onboard analog input circuits that convert the single-ended, 50-ohm 
SMA input into differential signals for the ADC.

There is an onboard ultra-low jitter and skew clock distribution 
circuit to allow all four channels on a single A/D I/O board to be 
synchronized together. There is also an external clock input and 
a trigger input allowing multiple A/D I/O cards to be synchronized 
together. Synchronization of A/D I/O cards can be facilitated by the 
Annapolis 4 or 8 Channel Clock Distribution Boards.

In concert with the WILDSTAR 4, 5 or 6 FPGA processing main 
boards, this mezzanine board supplies user-confi gurable real-time 
continuous sustained processing of the full data stream. Up to two 
A/D I/O cards can reside on each WILDSTAR 4 or WILDSTAR 5 VME/
VXS or IBM Blade main board or reside on one A/D I/O card on each 
PCI-X or PCIe main board. 

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based boards and processing for RADAR, SONAR, 
SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-Defi ned Radio, 
encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing, and 
other processing-intensive applications.

Our boards run on many different operating systems. We support our 
boards with a standardized set of drivers, APIs, and VHDL simulation 
models. VHDL source is provided for the interfaces to A/Ds, D/As, 
DRAM/SRAM, LAD bus, I/O bus, and PPC Flash. CoreFire™ users will 
have the usual CoreFire Board Support Package.

The combination of our COTS hardware and our CoreFire FPGA 
Application Development tool allows our customers to make mas-
sive improvements in processing speed, while achieving signifi cant 
savings in size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, and calendar 
time to deployment.

Quad 250/400/500 MSps A/D

 › Four TI A/D converters of one of the speed and bit size types: 
ADS5444 250 MSps 13 bits, ADS5474 400 MSps 14 bits, ADS5463 
500 MSps 12 bits

 › Analog input bandwidths of up to: 500 MHz for the 250 MSps
A/D board, 1,400 MHz for the 400 MSps A/D board, 2,000 MHz for
the 500 MSps A/D

 › Six SMA front panel connectors: four 50-ohm analog inputs, one 
single-ended 50-ohm clock input, one trigger input

 › Onboard ultra-low jitter and skew clock distribution circuit to allow 
synchronization of all four channels on a single I/O card

 › I/O card plugs onto WILDSTAR 4 or 5 VME/VXS/PCI-X/PCIe/
IBM Blade main boards

 › JTAG, ChipScope, and Serial Port access
 › Proactive thermal management system; available in both 
commercial and industrial temperature ranges

 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development and technology refresh

 › VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces
 › Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support; reduce risk with COTS

 › We offer training and exceptional special application development 
support, as well as more conventional customer support

 › Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our 
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applications 
succeed

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p35976
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I/O Hardware: Data Acquisition

For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401  USA  
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is releasing the fi rst COTS board 
in the world capable of capturing and processing multiple 100Gbit 
signals in real time! The Annapolis Dual 40/100G CFP IBM Blade
2nd-Slot Card enables the capture and real-time processing of
massive amounts of data for Network Security and Signal Intelligence
applications. Annapolis has integrated two CFP interfaces into their 
Dual CFP IBM Blade 2nd-Slot Card, allowing the capture, buffering 
and processing or transmission of two 100Gbit Ethernet streams
per card or four 40Gbit Ethernet streams per card. The Dual CFP
IBM Blade 2nd-Slot Card features one or two CFP transceiver cage 
interfaces, which can support either 100Gbit or 40Gbit Ethernet, 
100Gbit OTU4 or 40Gbit SDH/OTU3. 

Integral to any massively bandwidth intensive application is the 
ability to process that data. The Dual CFP IBM Blade 2nd-Slot 
Card is designed to interface to the 8 processors available on the 
WILDSTAR 5 IBM Blade main board. Using Altera Stratix IV FPGA 
processors, up to 37 GBytes of DDR3 DRAM and a 160x160 6.5Gbit 
crossbar, the Dual CFP card is able to buffer and distribute the data 
from the CFP interfaces to the processors on a WILDSTAR 5 IBM 
Blade main board at full bandwidth.

Annapolis will supply the Dual CFP IBM Blade 2nd-Slot Card with 
Ethernet MACs for 40Gbit and 100Gbit Ethernet, and full standardized 
board support for VHDL models, drivers and APIs. 

Dual 40/100G CFP IBM Blade 2nd-Slot Card

 › One or two CFP interfaces, each supporting full duplex: 

 – 100Gbit and 40Gbit Ethernet (802.3ba)

 – 100Gbit (OTU4) and 40Gbit (SDH/OTU3) for Telecommunications

 – Three 40Gbit Ethernet streams

 › One or two Altera Stratix IV GT EP4S100G5 FPGAs

 › Up to 37 GBytes of DDR3 DRAM arranged in up to eight 72-bit ports

 › Integrated as 2nd slot of WILDSTAR 5 for IBM Blade main processor 
board

 › Up to 68 Full Duplex Serial I/O lanes from CFP 2nd slot board to 
Wildstar 5 IBM Blade main board

 › Supports enough memory bandwidth for buffering the incoming data

 › Includes 100Gbit and 40Gbit Ethernet MACs for Altera Stratix IV

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p46786
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I/O Hardware: Image Processing

For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401  USA
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based boards and processing for RADAR, SONAR, 
SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-Defi ned Radio, 
encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing, and 
other processing-intensive applications.

The Annapolis Tri XFP I/O Card, which works with the WILDSTAR 
4/5/6 Family Architecture, has three 10 Gb individually confi gured 
XFP connectors, each with its own XAUI to XFI converter. Industry-
standard pluggable fi ber optic transceivers can be purchased from 
Annapolis or from other vendors. The Tri XFP provides up to 30 Gb full 
duplex I/O directly between the outside world and the RocketIO pins 
on the  Xilinx Virtex-II Pro or Virtex-4 I/O FPGA on the WILDSTAR 4 
main board. No other vendor provides that volume of data straight 
into the heart of the processing elements and then back out again.

Two I/O cards can reside on each WILDSTAR 4, 5 or 6 VME/VXS/VPX 
or PCI-X/PCI Express board, with up to 30 million user reprogram-
mable gates.

The Tri XFP card will support 10 Gb Ethernet, 10 Gb Fibre Channel, 
and OC-192. Although the protocols will be provided as black box 
solutions with few modifi cations by users allowed, more adven-
turous users who choose to develop their own communications
protocols from the basics already have access to all the board 
resources through VHDL source for the interfaces to SRAM, signal 
conditioners, LAD bus, I/O bus, and PPC Flash. CoreFire™ users will 
have the usual CoreFire Board Support Package.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our 
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applica-
tions succeed. We offer training and exceptional special applica-
tion development support, as well as more conventional customer 
support.

Tri XFP I/O Card

 › Up to 10 Gb Full Duplex Ethernet per connector

 › Up to 10 Gb Fibre Channel

 › OC-192

 › Three 10 Gb XFP connectors

 › Accepts industry-standard pluggable transceivers

 › Available in both commercial and industrial temperature grades

 › Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support

 › One or two I/O cards fi t on a single WILDSTAR 4/5 processing
board

 › New I/O form factor for improved thermal performance

 › First of many WILDSTAR 4/5 Family I/O cards, including superior
performance A/D, D/A, and additional high-speed communication 
cards

 › Save time and effort; reduce risk with COTS boards and software

 › Achieve world-class performance; WILD solutions outperform
the competition

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p35857
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Software Tools: Development Tools

For more information, contact: dsp@synopsys.com

Synopsys
700 E. Middlefield Road • Mountain View, CA  94043  USA
650-584-5000
www.synopsys.com

Overview

Synopsys® SPW is the fastest path from innovation into imple-

mentation for digital signal processing systems, applying a 

model-based design approach. At its core is the C Data Flow 

(CDF) modeling paradigm, which enables the most effi cient 

description of digital signal processing systems which may 

be implemented in dedicated digital hardware or embedded 

software.

SPW Hardware Design System (HDS) is a key component in 

the SPW product family. It accelerates the hardware design, 

verifi cation, and analysis of complex, algorithm intensive

Digital Signal Processing (DSP) systems. SPW HDS fl ow pro-

vides graphical RTL design capabilities with parameterized 

design capture using the SPWC Data Flow (CDF) modeling 

that enable reuse. It also includes a large library of complex 

system building blocks that contributes to substantial reduc-

tions in product development time. HDL simulators are inte-

grated through direct co-execution where the CDF simulation 

is a part of the HDL design, hence making communication 

overhead go away. This is critical as testbenches developed 

with SPW have very high value if they can be effectively used 

to verify generated RTL that may contain handwritten RTL

as well.

SPW Hardware Design System (HDS)

 › Proven solution with high quality of results

 › Correct by construction RTL design

 › Rapid, divide & conquer RTL verifi cation

 › Rapid system performance optimization of detailed hardware 
design

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p46490
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Software Tools: Development Tools

For more information, contact: dsp@synopsys.com

Synopsys
700 E. Middlefield Road • Mountain View, CA  94043  USA
650-584-5000
www.synopsys.com

Overview

The Synphony High-level Synthesis Solution, comprised of

Synphony Model Compiler and Synphony C Compiler, enables 

designers to achieve greater design and verifi cation productivity

from algorithm concept into silicon. Synphony C Compiler and

Synphony Model Compiler provide optimized implementation

paths from C/C++ and high-level, fi xed-point models into RTL. Both 

products provide HLS optimization technologies that deliver high 

quality of results for FPGA and ASIC and enable rapid exploration

of performance, power, and area tradeoffs. With Synphony, users 

can specify designs at a very high level of abstraction using C/C++ 

languages or IP model libraries, and then use the Synphony HLS 

compilers to create optimized RTL and testbenches for ASIC and 

FPGA design and for verifi cation using C or RTL.

Synphony C Compiler (SCC) is a high-level synthesis tool that

provides an automated path from C/C++ into silicon hardware. Using 

SCC, design teams can describe algorithms in high-level C/C++

and then quickly create optimized RTL implementations for

FPGA or ASIC. To achieve a high quality of results, SCC provides 

sophisticated high-level synthesis optimizations that allow users to 

tune the implementation architecture for tradeoffs in performance, 

power, and area.

Synphony Model Compiler (SMC) is a high-level synthesis tool

that supports model-based design environments such as Simulink/

MATLAB from the Mathworks. The Synphony high-level IP model 

library allows algorithm and hardware engineers to quickly create 

synthesizable fi xed-point, multi-rate algorithms in a familiar high-

level design environment. Then the SMC high-level synthesis engine 

can be used to create an optimized RTL implementation of these 

algorithms for ASIC or FPGA.

Synphony High-level Synthesis Solution

 › Synphony C Compiler

 • Synthesizable C/C++ with high-level of abstraction

 • High-level synthesis optimizations and transformations

 • Architecture analyzer

 • Interface and memory management

 › Synphony Model Compiler

 • Synthesizable, fi xed-point, high-level IP model library

 • Multi-rate algorithm design

 • Multi-domain design support

 • Integrated ASIC and FPGA fl ow

 

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p46491
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Software Tools: Development Tools

For more information, contact: fpga@synopsys.com

Synopsys
700 E. Middlefield Road • Mountain View, CA  94043  USA
650-584-5000
www.synopsys.com

The Synopsys FPGA design solution comprises high-quality, 
high-performance, and easy-to-use FPGA implementation 
and debug tools. Designers using the Synopsys FPGA design 
tools gain fast time-to-results for complex FPGAs, area
optimization for cost and power reduction, multi-FPGA
vendor support, and incremental and team-design capabili-
ties for faster FPGA design development. 

The Synopsys FPGA design tools also provide additional
value by offering DesignWare® IP integration, links to high-
performance functional verifi cation with VCS, integration 
with Synphony Model Compiler, and an ASIC compatible
synthesis fl ow for FPGA-based prototyping.

As part of the Synopsys FPGA Design Solution, Synplify
Premier software performs FPGA synthesis for program-
mable devices sold by Actel, Achronix, Altera, Lattice
Semiconductor, Silicon Blue and Xilinx. 

Synplify Premier software  is used by customers designing 
low-power, high-performance, and high-capacity FPGA-
based production systems and high-reliability designs. The 
tool is also employed by  customers prototyping ASICs, 
ASSPs and SoCs using FPGAs, including those using
Synopsys HAPS® FPGA-based prototyping systems.

Synplify Premier

 › Fast synthesis mode synthesizes even the largest design in a
fraction of the time required by other tools

 › DesignWare support enables easy ASIC code migration into an 
FPGA for prototyping

 › Automatic gated clock and generated clock conversion for 
easier implementation of the ASIC design in an FPGA

 › Comprehensive HDL language support including Verilog, VHDL, 
SystemVerilog, VHDL2008 and mixed-language designs

 › Infer DSP functions from RTL and map into vendor’s DSP
hardware (e.g. MACs, DSP 48) for improved QoR

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p46489
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Software Tools: EDA Tools

For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401  USA
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

Develop your application very quickly and easily with our CoreFire™ 
FPGA Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA development 
process, making it possible for theoreticians to easily and quickly 
build and test their algorithms on the real hardware that will be used 
in the fi eld.

Use CoreFire’s graphical interface to drag and drop library elements 
onto the design window. Modify your input and output types, num-
bers of bits, and other core variables by changing module param-
eters with pull-down menus. The modules automatically provide 
correct timing and clock control. Insert debug modules to report 
actual hardware values for hardware-in-the-loop debugging. Hit the 
Build button to check for errors and as-built core sizes and to build 
an encrypted EDIF fi le. Use the Xilinx ISE tool to place and route each 
FPGA design. Modify and use the jar fi le or the C program created
by the CoreFire Build to load your new fi le into your WILDSTAR
and I/O card hardware. Use the CoreFire Debugger to view and
modify register and memory contents in the FPGA and to step through 
the datafl ow of your design running in the real physical hardware.

Our extensive IP and board support libraries contain more than 
1,000 proven, reusable, high-performance cores, including FIR and 
CIC fi lters, a channelizer, and the world’s fastest FFT. We support 
conversion between data types: bit, signed and unsigned integers, 
single precision fl oating point, integer and fl oating point complex, 
and arrays. A few of the newly added array cores include array
composition and decomposition; slice, parallelize, serialize, repack, 
split, merge, reorder, rotate, and concatenate transformations; 
matrix math, sliding windows, and convolutions.

The combination of our COTS hardware and CoreFire enables our 
customers to make massive improvements in processing speed 
while achieving signifi cant savings in size, weight, power, person-
hours, dollars, and calendar time to deployment.

CoreFire

 › Datafl ow-based – automatically generates intermodule control 
fabric

 › Drag-and-drop graphical interface
 › Work at high conceptual level – concentrate on solving algorithmic 
problems

 › Hardware-in-the-loop debugging
 › More than 1,000 modules incorporate years of application
experience

 › Reduce risk with COTS boards and software
 › Save time to market
 › Save development dollars
 › Easily port completed applications to new technology chips
and boards

 › Training and custom application development available
 › Achieve world-class performance; WILD solutions outperform
the competition

 › Annual node locked or networked license; includes customer 
support and updates

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p33544
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Software Tools: EDA Tools

For more information, contact: info@autoesl.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p46484

AutoESL Design Technologies
20245 Stevens Creek Blvd., Suite 200 • Cupertino, CA 95014  USA
408-257-5888
www.autoesl.com

“In our test of Man vs. Machine; Machine won hands down! 
AutoPilot showed remarkable resource savings over hand coding 
in a fraction of the time. We were able to create and verify complex 
matrix inverse in 5 days vs. 3 months; RTL generation took
15 seconds with AutoPilot vs. 4 weeks manually.” – Lockheed-Martin

AutoPilot takes algorithmic descriptions in C/C++/SystemC and
generates implementation-aware RTL. AutoPilot delivers:

• True multi-language and mixed-language support for C, C++
and SystemC and the broadest construct support

• QoR (Quality of Results) consistently equal to or better than 
hand-coded RTL

• RTL that automatically uses functions, memories and DSP
components available in the target FPGA device 

With AutoPilot, DSP designers can quickly synthesize complex
algorithms into high-performance designs in a fraction of the time.

AutoPilot FPGA: No-compromise High-level Synthesis

 › Support for fi xed-point and fl oating-point arithmetic in C, C++
and SystemC

 › Highest quality of results: delivered performance 35x compared to
TI DSP processor on an Optical fl ow (Video) application

 › Extensive architectural exploration and “what-if” analysis without 
changing the source

 › Flexible interface synthesis for internal and external interfaces such 
as memories, FIFOs, buses and interfaces such as AXI

 › Advanced built-in power optimization
 › Automatic co-simulation of RTL with the original C/C++/SystemC 
test-bench

 › Fastest runtimes and highest capacity: 2M gate design in 20 minutes

FEATURES

Software Tools: EDA Tools

For more information, contact: more_info@xilinx.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p45587

Xilinx, Inc.
2100 Logic Drive • San Jose, CA 95124-3400  USA
408-559-7778
www.xilinx.com/kits

ISE® Design Suite 12 software unlocks greater design productivity 
with breakthrough technologies for power optimization and cost. The 
Design Suite enables the fastest time to design completion with Xilinx 
Targeted Design Platforms – available in four confi gurations aligned to 
user-preferred methodology logic, embedded, DSP, or system design.

Xilinx Targeted Design Platforms provide embedded, DSP, and hard-
ware designers with access to an array of devices supported by 
open standards, common design fl ows, IP, and runtime platforms. 
The ISE Design Suite offers domain-specifi c design environments 
and enables designers to meet power and performance goals with 
Xilinx CPLDs and FPGAs, including the new Virtex®-6 and Spartan®-6 
families.

ISE Design Suite provides a tight connection between embedded and 
DSP fl ows to enable integration of designs with embedded, DSP, IP, 
and user blocks in one system. For users familiar with differing design 
environments, ISE Design Suite 12 provides accommodations ranging 

Xilinx ISE Design Suite 12

 › Design preservation fl ow to improve timing predictably
 › Partial reconfi guration supporting Virtex-6 FPGAs
 › Intelligent clock gating supporting Virtex-6 FPGAs
 › Plug-and-play FPGA design through AMBA® 4 AXI™-4 interconnect 
protocol IP

FEATURES



The Total 28-nm DSP Portfolio

The role of FPGAs in digital signal processing (DSP) applications is becoming more and more significant. Due to their flexibility, 
FPGAs are gaining popularity as the platform of choice in the implementation of high-performance, high-precision digital signal 
processing. Altera has embraced this breakthrough with our unique total 28-nm DSP portfolio.

The total DSP block solutions portfolio consists of four 
components, each of which is exclusive to Altera and 
unmatched in the FPGA industry: 

• A variable-precision DSP architecture

• A DSP Builder Advanced Blockset tool

• A complete video design framework

• A comprehensive suite of floating-point functions.

Altera’s Breakthrough FPGA Solutions

Variable-Precision DSP Architecture

The variable-precision DSP architecture is a unique 
architectural innovation featured in Altera’s 28-nm  
Stratix V FPGAs. With this new concept, the precision of 
each block in the device can be configured at compile time 
and set independently to provide optimum precision for the specific requirements of individual designs. This architecture is 
also designed to be backward compatible with existing DSP applications and forward compatible with emerging signal 
processing applications of higher precisions.

DSP Builder Advanced Blockset

The latest version of DSP Builder features the advanced blockset capability, which allows timing-driven Simulink synthesis. 
This technology lets you achieve high-performance design implementations running at near-peak FPGA performance in just a 
matter of minutes instead of hours that is needed for hand-optimizing HDL codes.

ADVERTORIAL

Complete Video Design Framework

The award winning video design framework is Altera’s response to the increasing number of high-definition resolution video 
applications moving to FPGAs. This complete video framework includes our Video and Image Processing Suite of ready-to-use 
intellectual property (IP) cores to speed up the design cycles of video systems.

Comprehensive Floating-Point IP Cores

The comprehensive suite of floating-point functions is the largest portfolio of floating-point IP cores available in the industry. The 
extensive functions range from simple operators, such as addition, subtraction, and inversion, to complex matrix multiplication, 
matrix inversion, and floating-point fast Fourier transform (FFT).

DSP datapaths in applications ranging from video infrastructure equipment to military, medical, and wireless systems are primarily imple-
mented using FPGAs that provide the ideal platform for meeting the ever-increasing system performance specifications of customer designs, 
while conforming to strict power and cost budgets.

The challenge for FPGA vendors is to provide a complete DSP solution portfolio, which includes tools, IP, building block functions, reference 
designs, and programmable silicon DSP architecture.  At 28 nm, Altera has created just such a DSP solutions portfolio that is designed to get 
you on the fastest path to the highest performance signal processing applications.

Learn more about Altera’s total 28-nm DSP portfolio http://www.altera.com/b/28-nm-dsp-portfolio.html?f=prdhp&k=tg1&GSA_
pos=1&WT.oss_r=1&WT.oss=DSP.

DSP Block
Architecture

Total
DSP Solutions

Video Design
Framework

DSP Builder
Timing-Driven

Simulink Synthesis

Comprehensive
Floating-Point IP

Conclusion



YOUR TOTAL SOLUTIONS PARTNeR

Do you need innovative solutions or complete integration services for high-density data processing, with optimized I/O and 

limited size, weight and power (SWaP) requirements? From board-level products to fully integrated systems, we provide 

leading-edge OpenVPX™ solutions enabling you to defy your SWaP challenges in the most rugged operating conditions. 

Speed your time-to-market and lower your development costs with our COTS products or modified COTS (MCOTS) and 

engineering services. Ask your representative about the new VPX system specification, OpenVPX.

BOARdS & SYSTeMS

sa les@cwcembedded.com             cwcembedded.com

deFY Size, Weight and PoWer

Photo courtesy of Northrop Grumman

Radar Processing

Digital Signal Processors

CHAMP-AV5

Signal & Image Processing

FPGAs

VPX3-450

Flight Control

Multi-Platform Mission
Computers

MPMC-9350 &
MPMC-9310 (VPX,
VMe or CompactPCI®)

Data Management

Rugged NAND
Flash Storage

XMC/PMC-550

System Connectivity

Secure Ethernet
Routers

VPX3-685 Fireblade

Command & Control

Single Board
Computers

VPX3-127 &
VPX3-1252


